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Greater Portland's news and arts weekly

AUGUST 3, 1989

FREE

Two women on the c:orner of Mellen Street and Cumberland Avenue, Portland's prostitution c:rossroads.
COYEI STORY /Jy Hannah Holmes
PHOTOS /Jy Tonee Harbert

On a hot August afternoon, a
woman in a short, stretchy dress
balances on high heels, clutching a
little black pocketbook. Her pink and
gold eye make-up glitters in the sun.
For each car that passes her Mellen

Street corner she bends at the waist,
peering at the driver.
Women selling sex on the streets of
Portland are easy to spot if you take a
few minutes to sit and watch. Many of
the people selling sex in Greater
Portland aren't on the streets. A lot of
them aren't even women.

But for all of them, what separates
their sex-for-money transactions from
the sex-for-dinner-and-drinks
transactions that take place every
night is the difference between
recreation and survival.
CONTINUED on page 8
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Cleaning up the streets.
See page 4.

Walt Kuhn's portraits.
See page 18.

Taking the dive.
See page 20.
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YARMOUTH PAINT & DECORATING and
BRUNSWICK PAINT & DECORATING'S ~
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"Refreshing" savings on decorating materials:
• PAINT· WALLPAPER· CARPET & VINYL FLOORING
• WINDOW TREATMENTS and PRIZES, PRIZES, PRIZES!

~-

HURRY!---

SALE ENDS -SAT. AUG 5TH!

200/0 OFF* EXTERIOR
PAINTS & STAINS!*

Portland West debate escalates

Every quality exterior Benjamin Moore
product is on sale! Choose from Latex
or
Flat, Eggshell, Soft-gloss,
Gloss, more! Gallons Only

OFF WALLPAPER!*
Over 1 in-stock patterns by top makers to
choose from. Price starts as low as $4.50 s.r.

• CARPETiNG - 25% OFF!*
A wide selection by Mohawk Carpeting

• VINYL FLOORING - 20% OFF!*

Ar."..-trnlno_ Congoleum & Mannington

"manufacturer's suggested retail price.

SALE ENDS SAT. AUG. 5TH
~--WIN

BIG!---

OVER $3000 IN PRIZES!
Register in our Yarmouth store for great prizes! 12
single rolls of wallpaper (3 prizes), carpeting, vinyl
flooring, and gallons of paint!

armou
aln
ecorating CO.
& Brunsu>ick'Paint & Decorating Co_
@ your DecoratingXeeds lInderlJ!!51(oo/!

Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council Director Jim Oliver is offering the Maine State
Housing Authority (MSHA) two properties in
hope that Portland West will be allowed to continue developing two others.
Refusing a call by Jim Oliver for mediation of
an ongoing financial dispute, the MSHA announced July 28 that it will repossess three buildings for which it lent the neighborhood group half
a million dollars. Oting "apparent financial mismanagement," MSHA Director Libby Mitchell
said the three separate projects have been empty
too long.
"J'd like to get the properties into the hands of
a non-profit that will develop them before winter," said MitchelL Thercare 15unitsofhousingin
the three buildings_
Oliver responded July 31 that Portland West
will give MSHA a house in Raymond and one on
Brackett Street in Portland in exchange for expedited help in developing the Rosa True School
and a Bell Street house. MSHA has lent no money
for Rosa True. He also proposed opening Portland West's books to give an accounting of all
MSHAfunds.
MSHA spokesperson Dan Simpson responded,
"We are willing to negotiate even though foreclosure proceedings have started."

The reason the projects are off track in the first
place is that the MSHA isn't following through on
a promise of long-term funding, Oliver said the
day of Mitchell's oonference. "Naturally we're in
default if she (Mitchell) is reneging on her promise," he said.
Portland West's overdue loans are one-year
"bridge" loans, meant to help developers buy
property - not to be long-term financing. The
MSHA expects groups to find permanent financing during the year, then repay the bridge loan.
Oliver said he expected MSHA to provide that
long-term financing, as it has for numerous other
Portland West developments.
Loans on three properties are in default. Payment on the Bell Street house hasn't been made
since March 1988.
Portland West and MSHA had been negotia"
ing the repayment of loans since December, but
those discussions failed. Portland West Director
Jim Oliver called July 27 for mediation by Attorney General James Tierney, but MSHA director
Libby Mitchell refused.
In the past five years Portland West has suc- . . .
cessfully developed 64 unitsof low-density hous- ,.....
ing for low-income people. It has never defaulted ...
on a loan before.
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94 PLEASANT ST.,BRUNSWICK ~,,;;;.c.M. 70 MAIN ST., YARMOUTH
TEL 729-6600
""",,,
TEL 845-3031
STORE HOURS: MON.-FRI. 7-5, THURS. TIL 8, SAT 8-5

Prepared Lunch & Dinner • Eat-in or Take out
58 MARKET STREET. OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon.-sat. 11-8

.. -------------BEST FRIED
IN PORTLAND!
BUY ONE - GET ONE
-CLAMS
-OYSTERS
-SCALLOPS
-SHRIMP

-CHICKEN
-CHOWDER
"'1JI~ -FISH
·CRABCAKES

MOST ITEMS UNDER $5

Buy one ent_ and 2 mecium aim 0011 drinks _ get the _ _ d eq...
or IasHr vOllue FREEl With coupon - expiree 811 0l8Il.
•

,...,rIi!f!!lii

••

•
•
•

•

Oil VerY LOlli 1ft
~Fat.

88 Exchange St. e Old Port - Take-out 761-2727
Hours: Mon-Thu 11·9 • Fri-Sat 11·10 • Sun 12-8-

~------------------------~

PWD in court again
The Portland Water District, a jOint effort by nine towns, will
find itself in court yet again when the Maine Attorney General's
office files suit, seeking $200,000 in fines for violations at the
district's Portland sewage treatment plant. Early in July three
environmental groups filed suit against the district. The plant
sometimes dumps sewage that is too high in fecal colifonn bacteria into Casco Bay, but to kill the bacteria requires more chlorine
than the plant is licensed to use. The district may also face charges
relating to Portland's combined sewage overflow system, which
pours raw sewage into the bay when storms flood the system.

Chief going great guns
Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood is pressing the legislature for local gun control, undaunted by a landslide legislative
decision banning local control. Chitwood wants to take both
concealed weapons permits and the concealed weapons away
from people who are under the influence of drugs, including
alcohol. He supports a waiting period for buying a handgun, and
thinks minors shouldn't buy guns or ammunition. He would
outlaw carrying guns in places like schools and bars would be
illegal. Linda Abromson, chair of the Portland City Council's
Public Safety committee which endorsed Chitwood's proposal,
said the city will consider a statewide referendum if legislation
fails .

Mill's spills subject to public will

Canadians hook trawler

Environmental agencies are seeking the public's two cents' worth as the S.D. Warren paper
mill in Westbrook gets two of its licenses renewed
- a hazardous waste license and a waste water
discharge license. The water license is being renewed by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (DEP) for the third time. The
hazardous waste permit is being issued by the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for
the first time.

Portland fishing boat Fair Try has the dubious distinction of
being the first Maine boat seized by Canadian wardens for crossing into Canadian fishing territory in the Grand Banks. The boat
and it's skipper were taken into custody July 2, and released after
owner Roger Woodman posted $100,000 bond. Thefishinggrounds
were divided in 1984, but United States fishing boats have regularly strayed across the line. Woodman said Fair Try was fishing
off Newfoundland, ncar the eastern "tail" of the bank. Loran
navigation signals are poor there, he said, but they are the only
way to identify the dividing line. "We're talking about an area
between the Fish Pier and the Eastern Prom. We're talking about
a mile," Woodman said. Canadian fines can go over $1 million.

Hazardous waste

NOW OFFERING A FINE SELECTION OF WINES

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

As part of its hazardous waste permitting
process the EPA has given the mill a list of nine
sites thatit must test for soil and water oontamination. After testing the sites, the mill has to present
a plan for cleaning up. This will take years and
will be at the mill's expense.
Some of the sites could be major sources of
pollution.
The bottom of the Presumpscot River at the
point where the mill used to discharge untreated
wastewater is one. That water oontained carcinogenic dioxin, as well as heavy metals and numerous chemicals. Even with the wastewater treatment plant, added in 1976, the mill still releases
trace amounts of dioxin. The EPA is demanding
thatS.D. Warren test the sediments ofthe riverfor
dioxin and other hazardous waste.
The EPA has also ooncluded that releases of
hazardous waste have come from a burial site for
5,000 barrels of solvent sludge left over from the
ooatingprocess. Sharing the burial ground is boiler
ash.
Lagoons where wastewater was once "treated"
simply by letting the heaviest pollutants settle out
before sending the water down the river is another ooncem. The lagoons were not lined, and
the EPA said pollutants have been released to the
.
soil and grOundwater.
Another problem area is a junk yard where
transformers and other machinery was disposed
of. Transformers often contain PCBs, of which
even tiny amounts can cause cancer. 1his site has
leaked, too, the EPA said.
The mill is owned by Scott Paper Company.
Scott's two other Maine mills in Winslow and
Skowhegan have yet to go through the EPA's
permitting process, which resulted from a 1984
oongressional action. Twenty other Maine industries, including Bath Iron Works in Bath, and Jet
Line Services of Portland are also on the list
The EPA took public oomment on the S.D.
Warren permit in July, and on Aug. 2. It will

accept written comment until August 30. Th
regional office of the EPA can be reached at 617565-3715, or by writing: J.F. Kennedy Federal
Building, Boston, MA 02203.

Water
The mill's wastewater discharge license is also
up for renewal, and the company is fighting some
restrictions the DEP wants to place on it.
Dioxin is one pollutant the mill doesn't want
regulated. A potent carcinogen produced when
wood is bleached, dioxin has gotten a lot of attention in recent years, and the DEP is trying to get
the mill agree to a limit.
"It's being opposed by the company," said
Norm Marootte, DEP water specialist. 'They say
the technology isn't there for them to comply. It's
a legitimate argument, but it is in opposition to
our argument" The EPA estimates that the mill
releases 6.3 parts per quadrillion of dioxin with its
21 milliondailygallonsofwastwater. That'snearly
500 times more than the EPA limit of .013 parts per
quadrillion.
The DEP hopes to hold the mill to the EPA
standard. The EPA has also found dioxin in Presumpscot fish, and the DEP wants to require the
mill to test 20 fish a year.
Another argument S.D. Warren has is with the
proposedlimitsonitssolidandorganicdischarge.
The mill currently can dump six tons perdayof
"biologic oxygen demand" substances - organic
material that steals the river' soxygen, suffocating
other life forms. It has to meet another standard
for "suspended solids," all sorts of chemical and
organic crud that discolors the water. Solids and
organics can't exceed 13 tons per day_
The DEP wants to lower those limits. 'The
company has made arguments to go even higher.
That's being negotiated," said Marcotte. He said
the fact that 5.D_ Warren regularly violates the
terms of its water license is not a good argument
.for raising the limit, "but it's certainly on their
mind."
The DEPrenews the mill's water license about
every five years. Marcotte said every time the
license gets a little more strict. Written comment
on the proposed license will be taken until negotiations are complete. The DEP's address is: State
House Station 17, Augusta, ME 04333.
Ironically, the sulfur oompounds that give the
ri ver and Casco Bay the harsh stink of rotten egg
go unregulated. "That is not oonsidered a water
oontaminant," explained Marootte.

August 11, 12, 13, 1989 Deering Oaks Park, Portland Noon to 10:30 p.m.

Maine's Grand Celebration of the arts,
Over 700 performers and exhibitors.
Music, dance, crafts, demonstrations,
market place and gourmet fast food.
Entertainers from Maine and around the
world. Rain or shine.

Featuring: Bruce Cockburn •
Southside Johnny and the Jukes e Leon
Redbone e David Bromberg • Katie
Webster • Country Joe McDonald •
Sun Ra • Adalberto Alvarez y Su Son •
Chief Commander Ebenezer Obey.

Advance Tickets on sale at Shop 'n Save
and Record Exchange. For more
information, and to order by phone call
(207) 772-9012.
Get your tickets before August 11.
Save money and be eligible to win 2
free round trip airline tickets to
anywhere in the continental U.S.
served by Continental Airlines.·
· kets courtesy 0f HEWINS TRAVELr
r Ie
For more infonnation, stop at any
f"
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Mainers smoke too much
With 27 percent of Mainers smoking, the federal Centers for
DiseaseControlannounced that cigarettes are the biggest threat to
health in the state. Although Maine's smoking population is
down from the 32 percent of a decade ago, Randy Shwartz of the
state Bureau of Health said women aged 20 to 24 are picking up
the slack. 'There is a decline in the smoking rate," he said. "But it's
all men." Currently an equal number of Maine men and women
smoke. A 1985 state survey concluded that smoking killed 1,846
people that year, and that smokers ran up an annual $124 million
medical bill.

I

Two Convenient Locations:
71
Rte. 1
30 City Center
Scarborough
Portland
883-5126
772·7296
Convenient Hrs: M·F 7:30-6, Sat 9·1

u-s-

TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS!

Family Planning staff slashed
Southern Coastal Family Planning, suffering from shrinking
federal funding, laid off eight of its39 employees in ord to avoid
cutting services. Offices in Portland, Brunswick, Sanford and
Biddeford served 8,000 women last year on a $1 million budget.
Some 3,900 family planning clinics nationwide offer women birth
control, disease tests and pregnancy testing. Federal, state and
local funding sources allow the clinics to charge low and moderate income women less than the market rate.

America's
most
talked
about
and
acclaimed
motion
picture.

Constable refutes allegation
Long Island Constable Robin Horr has refuted a claim by Phil
Jenkins that she observed him being assaulted July 16 on Long
Island. Police said they will investigate the incident.

WEIRD NEWS:
"A pair of wild cows wandered from India, where they were
sacred, to Bangladesh, where they were not, and killed two
villagers before soldiers slaughtered the animals after an hourlong battle. Before they died, the enraged cows injured six of the
soldiers_
..Jean Beehel suffered head injuries after the car she was
driving collided with one driven by her identical twin sister at an
intersection in Elmwood, Wis. Jan Bechel suffered minor injuries.
Roumd Swett/AlterN,t

- Save time and money•••
Have your movies
delivered & picked up!
- We deliver the largest
selection of videos to
ALL of PORTLAND and
PEAKS ISLAND.

773-1999

** Willem
Gene Hackman
Dafoe
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BURN THIS

~E~9.IRUnp,~

by LANFORD WILSON • Directed by AL MILLER
JULY 27 - AUGUST 13

in1·'''ll,muU!!''1 UI!" I

Performances Thursday-Saturday 8p.m .•
Sunday 5 p.m. Tickets $7/$8/$10;

Guitars, Keyboards, Drums &- Rentals

For reservations or ticket information
please call 729-8584. VISA/MC
For mature audiences.
14 SCHOOL STREET. BRUNSWICK. ME 04011

Tontine Mall Brunswick

J-flor-Jlt7Ol--

725-6161

STATE
MAINE
USIC THEATRE

ANYfHING GOES
NUN SENSE
Tues.·Sal. g pm
Wed., Fri .• Sun .

2:00 pm

f

~~~:~~:::

)I'I.\~ \1 Cl S I Li

T~~~~ 725-8769

Located on Beautiful

BowdOin College Campus.

BrunSWick, Mame

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

More of what you're looking for ...
• Women's sportswear, dresses &. coats
- for petites. juniors. misses &. large sizes
• Accessories &. hosiery - featuring
LIz Claiborne
• Cosmetics &. fragrances - including
Clinique &. Estee Lauder
• Lingerie &. daywear
• Women's shoes
• Children's fashions, accessories &. plush toys
Men's sportswear &.
furnishings
• Gifts &. housewares
- for the home
• Bed &. bath shop

Good food for a Good Body!
Open Seven Days A Week!
64 Maine Street, BrwlSWick, ME 729-0546

CBW(foneeHarbert

Amato 's Sunday & Wednesday Special

.24 Maine Street, Brunswick, ME
Mon . - Frl. 9 to 6. Thurs. eve. 'til 8.
Sat. 9 to 5. Enjoy lunch
at the Greenery - top level

A conversation with

Bruce Crouch
Somewhere around 11: 30 every night,
streetsweeper Bruce Crouch starts up
the company truck, the Tennent, and
heads out with his crew to clean the
streets of Portland,
How long have you been driving the
streetsweeper?
Since the middle of April. I'm this company's only driver. Nobody else seems to like
to do it.

there are more stories than other nights. Last
night this girl jumps up and she wants my
cigar. I says "You don't want this. Christ, I've
been chewing on it for half an hour." So I gave
her a new cigar because I always keep a supply
in the truck. And she said thank you very
much.

Do you smoke a lot of cigars?
I don't like the damn things but they
keep the mosquitos away and we have a
problem with those.

say something to people when
you see them littering?

That's how you got that bump
on your head?

Do you end up picking up litter when
your not on the clock?

What are the toughest parts of
yourroute1
We've got some wind tunnels up there on
certain parts of Congress. You pick it up and
it's clean, and you tum the truck around , and
all of a sudden the wind's blowing stuff from
somewhere else right back there, so it looks
like you haven't been there at all. And then
lower Exchange and Market Street are our
other tough parts. There are a lot of people
down <there and they drop a lot of trash.

You must see a lot on the streets
at night.
Things happen every night - some nights

71 India St.
Portland
1379 Washinglon Ave.
Portland
797·5514
1108 Broadway
South Portland
767·5916

on a Real
Italian, our
regular
sandwich,
that's a meal in
itself.

Do you

People are sort of self-conscious when I'm
around and do it less. If they do, well, I've got
work to do and I don't have time to stop. It
goes with the job.

Gorham

Now Going On

A series of six chamber concerts
featuring the Aeolian Chamber
Players imd distinguished guests

Friday, August 4
8:00 p.m,
First Parish Church, Brunswick

Mozart

THERE'S NOTHING LIKE AREAL ITALIAN.

3 Main 51.

The steering is very sensitive so you really
have to pay attention. See how far that round
brush up front sticks out? I have to lean like
half out of the cab to see what it's picking up
and the other night I didn't see a street sign
and bang!

BOWDOIN

SUMMER MUSIC
FESTIVAL

773·1682

Why don't other people like to drive?

Yeah, I got a little banged up. It was stupid.
They told me that one day it was going to
happen and it did. One day I'm going to get
bounced off this thing too. Someone in a car is
going to hit me. My little truck only goes about
eight miles an hour, tops, so I've got to be
careful crossing the street.

i

"Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik"

839-2511
135 Maine 51.
Brunswick
729-5514
Sunday Special
not appUcabie in
Sanford

HALF PRICE
--SALE-All summer & spring clothes,
bathing suits, slacks,
silk, linen & cotton dresses.
A good selection of skirts & coordinating
sweaters, blouses, rain coats,
suits & jackets & some spring coats.

Aeolian Chamber
Players

ALSO-up to 70% off in the basement

Leonard Hindell
Charles Neidich
Linda Chesis

OPEN MONDAY-SATURDAY 9:30-5:30. SUNDAY 12·4:30

WE ARE AIR CONDITIONED

SPECIALTY SHOP FOR WOMEN
185 PARK ROW
BRUNSWICK, MAINE
"AROUND ruE CORNER fROM
BOWDOIN COLLEGE, ACROSS fROM
mE BIG GREY CHURCH"

Yeah, you can't help it.

Does handling garbage ever really
bother you?
You want to be careful of what you touch at
night. People get sick and they throw up in the
street. You can't really see that somebody's
thrown up and you think it's a piece of paper
and ... whew, it's nasty.

Do you take a lot of pride In your work?
Yeah. Portland's a nice city. It's full of nice
people. It's rewarding to do this well, and I
won't do it less than well. People might not
notice when it's done, but they notice when it's
not done.

~

BRUNSWICK
EXPRESS LUBE
OIL, OIL FILTER & LUBE
PLUS 14 OTHER SERVICES

'1.'
~.....

729-1165

----------------------,
For Your Car
$17.95

~-----------------------

I

Essex
House

Bicycles

:

85 Pleasant St. Brunswick

I

...

729-8240

• , • for your
decorating challenges

112 Maine Sr.
Brunswick
267 Commercial Sr.
Portland

Yankee
Pedaler

I
$3.00 worth of FREE gas with an oil change for I
Expires August 31,1989
With this coupon· One coupon per person

~):?

Visit our
showrooms for
upholstery,
drapery, &
slipcover
fabrics. We'll
take it from
there.

Complete transport system for
bikes. canoes. sailboards. skis ....
Versatile· "User-friendly"
Built to last· Made in USA

Meets All New
Car Warranty
Validation

158 Pleasant St. • Brunswick

Andy Newman tried to pick up a street once but it was
toohelW)!.

SEW-LUTIONS

VnKlAUJ

OPEN 6 DAYS
MON THRU SAT: 7:30-5PM

We use Quality
Texaco&Castrol
Motor Oils

Enter the high-tech
age of roof racks.

....

Interiors for Investment

for the complete &2hedule of events
(f5 entertainment.
see our listi!l8s p~~ 16.
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TlUs page is for 0p"110ns. Your views
are here, and sometimes ours. Please be
brief when you write, and please include
a phone number (wlUch will not be
published) so thai we can verify your
letter. Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
Casco Bay Weekly, 187 Clark SI.,
Portland, ME . 04102 .
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Discover 20% - 50% off Part Two. Inwear and Putumayo ...
to name just a few...
of the fabulous sale items waiting for you
t\

oo~~~~~.

Amaryllis Clothing Co.
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41 Exchange Street. Portland, ME 04101
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772-4439
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ART AND DRAFTING
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The hand of God
You seem to have a hatred for men in general
and white men in particular. Anyway, it was
God's hand (who is not white) that reached
down July 3. (Dan. 4:34-37).
I wonder if you could understand those millions of us down on our knees night after night,
praying that Roe v. Wade would beovertumed.
Praying that God would not judge usas he did in
Germany. Isn't it unnatural thata woman would
want to murder her own child? That is what it
gets down to, isn't it? Even the Gennan didn't
murder their own, but other people's children.
I am pro-life because the Lord Jesus Christ
saved me (Acts 16:31). When we followed all

those musty 'Thou Shall Nots," we were the
greatest nation on Earth. Women were safe on
the streets, too.
The Lord can do something about the hate in
you or anyone else. He did this for this sinner.
(John 1:12.) You can publish my address and
write to me if you want. Do you have anything
better?

•
•
•
•
•
•

DINNERIN
This Sunday and Monday night when you come in
and enjoy an authentic Mexican dinner at Dos Locos a
delicious Ben & Jerry's ice cream Gift Certificate is
yours for dessert. Just bring In this ad!
~ Lunch: 11 :30-2:00 Dinner: 4:30-10:00
~ 92 Exchange StreetPortIand ME 04101
~
Phone: 77-LOCOS
Offer not vaJjd In conjuction with any other promotions. Certificates
must be redeemed the same evening. Limit 2 per party.

•••••••••••••• _

Bryan M. Benner
Waldoboro

Uncensored spleen
received due coverage. A call to the Whole Grocer on Munjoy Hill, which championed the ban,
could have put Casco Bay Weekly on the trail.
Regarding "the abuse of incarcerated children:" two newspapers that circulate in Portland
published extensive articles this spring about
how the Maine Youth Center is treating its clients.
Where was Casco Bay Weekly?
When Casco Bay Weekly starts commissioning the kind of investigative journalism that the
"Project Censored" piece advocates, then it can
castigate the rest of the media with authOrity. But
even the Project Censored piece itself was recycled from the San Francisco Bay Guardian.
How about coming up with your own list of
strories too hot to handle - and then handling
them?

Donald Kreis
Portland

AUGUST
LUNCHEON
SPECIAL

/j.MSlne surveyors' servlce,inc.

SOLUfIONS
computer Cf:nttr

2B

Vl, S.

PUBUSHER Gary Santaniello

Weekly distrilmtes 20,000 papers free of charge -limited
to one copy per reader. No person may take more than one
of each issue without the permission of Casco Bay Weekly.

ADDRIONAL COPIES of the current issue and/or some

EDITOR Monte Paulsen
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT Ann Sitomer
NEWS & UPDATES Hannah Holmes
PHOTOGRAPHS Tonee Harbert
ILLusrunoNs Toki OslUma

back issues may be purchased for $1 each at the Casco Bay
Weekly office. Domestic subscriptions are mailed 3rd class
and are $36/y=, payable in advance.

PRODUCnON MANAGER Elissa Conger
DESIGN Truth Hawk

MOGUL MEDIA, INC. publishes Casco Bay Weekly.
Entire contents e 1989 by Mogul Media, Inc.

CIRCUUTION MANAGER Diane DesMarais
CIRCUUTION Chris Daniels, Jim England, Jessica Pezet,

weo lAY WEEKLY

ft/llte.. CA1L

/). II" vVW1-rrt-/,

CASCO BAY WEEKLY strives to be an instrument of community understanding. Every Thursday, Casco Bay

f1A~ i~

117 CURl STREET

POITLlHD, IUUNE 04102
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tTum. .Key" Home Delivered
To Your Lot & Finished!
Why buy a mobile home in a park? This 14' x 64' 3 bedroom modular home is
complete with frost wall foundation, 16' well, septic, Merillat kitchen, appliances,
oil furnace, hot air heat, 42 gal. water heater, finished bath, carpeting & more.
No zoning restrictions. Full home financing. Built to strict quality standards:
2 x 6 construction - R,38 ceiling insulation - Thenn0'Pane windows.

AUGUST
DINNER
SPECIAL

Italian
Pu-Pu
Platter

$3.95

$12.95

Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

Sunday 12-9 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs. 3-10 p.m.

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE

The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models • financing
• full contracting • building lots

M-F llam-7pm •Sat. 9am-5pm·Sun.12-5pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. ofRte. 35. Across
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693-6996
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase is your Custom Home Specialist. Unlimited capabilities from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

Visit us today. 1. . 800. .344-6552
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FREE HOME-PLANNING SEMINAR
Saturday, August 26 • 7 to 1D{lm aboard Casco Bay Lines in Portland
Pick up your inVitation at our model home.

SHOWCASE HOMES,INC.

lB

SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING
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One Danforth Street, Portland. 772-0873

Don't miss the boat
this summer.
You'll miss
the best 01 Casco Bay.

A mid-day cruise on Casco Bay is the best way to see
the Maine coast-on the Diamond Pass run by Peaks Island,
the Mailboat run all the way to Oiff Island, or any of our
other cruises. It's cooler on the water, too.
Don't let summer pass you by without seeing the best of the bay.
Time
Departs
2hrs.
lOAM&2PM
45mins.

Adults Seniors Children
$7.95 $6.95 $4.00

1 hr.
9 AM, 11 AM, 1 PM, $6.95
45 mins. 3 PM; Weds.: 9 AM.
Noon,3PM

$5.95

$3.00

A1.50: Music Cruise with Big Cltief and The ContinenWs
-Departs at 5 PM, Sun. $10. Cash bar. 0ver;21, State lD.
Bay. Bake &: Broadway-Departs 7:10 PM, Fri. & Sat., 1:40 PM Sun. $35.
Includes lobster dinner and theatre show. Children's :meal: $20.50
AD prices are round trip. Seniors 65 and DVI!r. Children 5 to 9 years old.
Children under 5 ride fw!.
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We've been
Open 100 Days
and we're having a Special Sale
on CENTENNIAL TIRES now thru Aug.10th!

Up to 45% OFF Manufacturer's
Suggested Retail Price on
ALL CENTENNIAL TIRES:
• FORTRESS

-GREAT VALUE IN A LONG WEARING
WHITEWALL

• DEFIANCE

-45,000 MILE WRITTEN MILEAGE WARRANTY

• CONSTITIUTION

·60,000 MILE WRITTEN MILEAGE WARRANTY

• INTERCEPTOR HR

-EXCELLENT ALL SEASON TRACTION IN A 130
MPH SPEED RATED TIRE FOR EUROPEAN CARS

• INTERCEPTOR VR

• TREMENDOUS SAVINGS FOR OWNERS OF
IROC'S, FIREBIRD GTA'S, CORVETTES AND
MUSTANG GT'S

456 PAYNE RD.
Scarborough
Rainchecks
Available
Hundreds in Stock!

n.cz.w. tilCZI

Mon. - Fri. 8-5
Thurs.'til 7
Sat. 8-1

new england wholesale tires

Call 883-TIRE

Casco Bay Lines
Casco Bay Feny Terminal, Commercial & Franklin Streets, Portland 774-7871
Owned and operated IJy the Casco Bay Island Transit District.

E/ke Rosenberg.

IDYERDSING MANAGER Marg Walls
IDYElrulNG Kate Halpert, Sarah Robinson,
Garry Young

207 7756601
CWSIFIEDS John Shalek
CONTRIBUTORS Lynda Barry, Kathy Caron,
Casco Bay Weekly is a member of the
Association of Alternative Newsweeklies
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There oughta be a constitutional amendment
banning desecration of newspapers by their own
editors. I refer, of course, your publication of the
"Project Censored" article purporting to reveal
10 stories that were "too hot for the mainstream
media to handle."
Several cool off upon closer scrutiny.
Jim Sibbison's piece in the Columbia Journalism Review about EPA "intentionally softpedaling stories" about pollution was nothing more
than the confessions of an ex-EPA press flack
seeking to atone for his years in the agency's
propaganda ministry. The fact that organs of the
Reagan Administrationissued self-serving press
releases is about as shocking as the revelation in
"Casablanca" about gambling in Rick's Cafe.
Meantime, the EPA New England regional office
in Boston has developed a reputation for environmental activism. You ought to call them up
sometime.
'The dangers of food irradiation" have hardly
been under-reported in Maine, which two years
ago became the first state to ban irradiated food.
The health concerns that prompted such a move
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Brenda Chandler, Mary Lea Crawley, Barbara Hill,
Sherry Miller, Andy Newman, Kelly Nelson,
Mike Quinn, Don Rubin, Morgan Shepard,
ThomasA. Verde

Whale Watch: Island Picnics

Port~

Bake

House

St. John st. 773-5466

AcroS$from Union Station Plaza

• Same Quality • Plenty of
Baked Goods Free Parking
Use Ollr "Baker's Dozen
Bread Card for a Free loaf
n

Still at 434 Fore S1. • Old Port & Cornerbrook Mall So. Portland

Lunch

& Dinner Flights

ECHO

..
ForBuslness

& Sheer Pleasure

775 - 5440
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THIS IIIEW NOW
COSTS MUCH LISS.
To reach these heights,
buy a mountain bike with
a steep price tag.
Instead, invest more wisely
in the Specialized' Hardrocl(,'
A bike built to handle even
.
the most unfriendly terrain.
So viSit us to test fly the 18-speed Hardrock
and Hardrock Comp, each with positive-action
index shifting.
Because you don't want to buy the wrong
bike. And miss this performance.
Or this view.
~"""","don't
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SPEflAlJZEll
188 State Street, Portland • 774-2933

A
and entertainment
adventure on the coast of Maine.
"Broadway By The Bay"

CONTINUED from page one

A stocky girl marches up and down
Cumberland Avenue in Portland's
prostitution district. Huge blonde curls
bounce into her big blue eyes smudged
with dark eye-liner. She wears white
pants and a pale blue top. A tan
Chevette pulls into a driveway in front
of her, forcing her to change her course.
A stream of profanity bubbles from her
lips as she passes. Further up Mellen
Street, a tall man sits on a wall smoking. A pale tank top is tucked into his
jeans. His eyes are hidden deep behind
sunglasses.
Across town, at a Portland nightclub, a woman stands with her back to
a seated, middle-aged man. Her fingers
prod delicately a braid at the back of
her head. Stepping back to let a waitress pass, she is suddenly in his lap. He
buys her a glass of pink wine. Shouting
in his ear, she flattens her breast
against his arm. He buys her another
glass of wine.

Directed and Choreographed by Janet A Ross

Includes Lobster Dinner
Round Trip Ferry to Peaks Island
July 7 thru August 27, Friday & Saturday Evenings
Sunday Matinees $35/person (2 lobsters: $41). Steak or
chicken available. Departs Casto Bay Lines Terminal Fri &
Sat: 7:10 PM, Sun: 1:40 PM. Total time 4 1/2 hours.

Call 799-8307

for reservations or more information

Is{and P{ayliouse
LODster 'Bates
In cooperation with Peaks Island Lions Club and Casco Bay Lines
American Express • Visa • MasterCard

Greenwood Gardens Theatre, Peaks Island

the MORNIN
~ ~eighbo"h
4,O'\eakfast c~000'
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* muffins * fresh fruit * breakfast all day *
Homemade Breakfast Specials
Monday 2 for 1

543 DEERING AVENUE • WOODFORD'S CORNER
PORTLAND • 871-7599

Women's bodies for sale
The section of town between Congress Street
and Deering Oaks is where Portland's street
prostitutes earn a living. The women choose
day-time hours because there are fewer police
patrols, and less violence than at night. They
blend in with other women - women ou t for a
walk, or doing iheir laundry at the Mellen
Street Laundromat. In the light of day the
prostitutes are safer from both johns (men who
buy sex) and police.
And there is no shortage of johns. Cars cruise
around and around and around the neighborhood; the women climb into car after car after
car. One Sherman Street resident sits on his
porch and tallies up the jobs of a tall, darkhaired woman: 10 cars in two hours,
At night Parkside is different, Groups of
teen-age boys shout to each other. Men stumble
down the sidewalks bellowing. Three unifonned policemen stand on the dim comer of
Mellen and Sherman streets at 11 o'clock. A
woman walks by slowly - the only woman
walking tonight. The police radios crackle to
life.
"We've got a single, blonde woman on the
comer of Sherman and Mellen."
A black truck slides to a stop beside the
woman. It idles as she walks past. Around the
block it comes again, window down.
"You partying?" a man whispers. "You
partying?"
A slick Pontiac Bonneville cruises slowly.
Passing the blonde woman, the car lumps into a
side street ahead of her and sits idling there.
She passes. The car lurches through the street
and comes around the block again. It creeps
beside her; a face peering. On around the block
again. Dow~ through Deering Oaks.
A dozen other cars - an old Jeep, a new
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Save 25% to 50%
on
selected items
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Michael Chitwood:

Cherokee, a beat Toyota - circle, too. After
passing the woman a dozen times, the man in
the Cherokee rolls down his window at a traffic
light. He calls softly.
"Hey. Head?"
"It's too scary at night," says a prostitute
we'll call Lucie. She only works days. "There's
too many drunks and weirdos." So at night, the
cruising men outnumber the walking women.
Not all the prostitutes live in this neighborhood. It is a workplace where people go to earn
a living. More than a quarter of the women
arrested by police for prostitution don't even
live in Portland. They commute to Parkside.
Taxi drivers say they pick up women at motels
near Exit 8 in the evening and drive them to
work.
Most of the women are young. According to
a police profile the women range in age from 16
to 41, averaging 245 years old. Fourteen
percent of them are married. Nearly a third of
them are legally employed (18 percent of those
were employed as a masseuses). Police say
most of the women are addicted to cocaine.
"I'm different. I'm not on drugs," says Lucie,
a t the top of Mellen Street. She says the further
down the hill you go the more drug problems
you'll find.

Who's buying bodies?
Police statistics describe the men who buy
the women's bodies very differently from the
women they buy.
The johns' average age is 36 years, ranging
from 19 to 79. About half of them are married.
Only 10 percent of them are unemployed, and
three percent are retired. The rest work, running the gamut of professions: priests, cooks,
real estate agents, cab drivers, lawyers, CP As
and so on. More than half of them live outside
of Portland, listing addresses from Houlton to
Indiana, and all points in between.
The service most johns want is oral sex - 65
percent, according to statistics compiled over
four years. Next is intercourse, at 28 percent.
Seven percent want both.
It's not always a smooth business transaction. "Some of these johns are very sick. Those
girls have been pretty lucky," says undercover
police officer Judy Ridge, One john arrested by
police was carrying a stun gun - a small
weapon that delivers a powerful electric shock.
Asked why, he said it was in case a woman
"got kinky," says Ridge.
A street prostitute who is picked up by a
john drives to a quiet spot with him - the
wasteland under the Million Dollar Bridge is
popular, as is the parking lot at the University
of Southern Maine and the Union Station Plaza

-

• 36 Danforth St .• Portland·

"Historically, massage parlors and escort services come under the scrutiny of pollee."
on St. John Street, say police.
Times are getting tougher for johns. Legislation passed this session increases the penalty
for purchasing a prostitute. Beginning September 3D, the first conviction remains a class D
misdemeanor, but the second becomes a class C
crime.
State Rep. Herb Adams, who lives on Sherman Street, explains why he sponsored the law.
"If there was no demand there would be no
supply. Many of the women are caught in
hellish life in a hellish situation with no one to
go to. But I have very little sympathy for the
johns."

"There's this 1O-year-old
kid and he says he just
wants to do it 'til he
gets a BMX bike.
He's selling his butt to

selling his butt to get a BMX bike."
Sutherland says there are some sharp
differences between heterosexual and gay
prostitution.
"For women it's a matter of survival. It's a
matter of feeding the kids. It's a matter of
paying the rent. For men, it's really quite
different." He says some men may be acting out
of financial desperation, but most are acting
from desperation of a different kind.
"Boys and young men who are in the closet
are put in the position of seeking illicit sex," he
says. "My sense is that one of the biggest
(motivations) is that it's still not OK to express a
gay lifestyle in a positive, healthy way."
He says cruising the Oaks looking for men in
similar situations becomes an anonymous way
for men to express their sexuality: physically
dangerous but socially safe.
Like women, male prostitutes have often
been victims of childhood incest or sexual
abuse, Sutherland says. That's in addition to
being part of a persecuted sexual minority.
Sutherland says the johns that patronize
male prostitutes are more likely bisexual than
homosexual. "They are mostly married men
working out their own issues of sexuality,"
Sutherland says.

Behind closed doors

DULL
RELATIVES?

Bring them to Just Black & White and
we'll make them sparkle again.
We can copy and
enhance your oid,
faded photographs
and make as many
enlargements as
you like.

get a BMX bike."

The line separating legal and illegal body
contact all but disappears behind the closed
doors of escort and massage services. It is
impossible to tell what men are buying from
women and men inside private businesses,
homes and hotel rooms.
"I've got this really weird life," says a man
Some of the women have sympathy for
we'll call Bob. He is a young, vibrant man with
them, though.
a college education, who, thanks to the strange
"The johns get fu-ed with the new law,"
says Lucie. "It's unfair that they charge the men things life can do, finds himself managing an
escort, massage and dance agency.
more than the girls." Lucie has been in the
Bob sits in an office answering phone calls
business eight years, and says she knows all her
from all over Maine and as far south as Boston.
"dates" pretty well.
Men call and ask for a date with an escort or
"They're very pleasant businessmen," she
masseuse. Bob gives the man a price, dependsays. "1 have fun at it now."
ing on the distance a woman must travel. He
calls one of the women who work with him.
Men in business
She is given the man's address. She goes. The
Male prostitutes are "a population that no
women work for tips.
one has a real handle on," says Perry SutherAs in street prostitution, cab drivers get an
land, director of client services at the AIDS
inside
look. They describe a distinct type of
Project. The police have no idea how many boys
female
client.
and men are selling sex.
"There's
one woman that wears a real
John X, who lives in th~ neighborhood and
conservative
dress and carries a briefcase," says
doesn't want his last name used, thinks he has a
one
cabbie.
"And
she carries a beeper,"
pretty good handle on it. He guesses that 50
Bob
has
no
illusions
about the reputation
percent of Portland's street prostitutes are male.
escort
services
have,
John has just spoken with one.
"There's this 10-year-old kid and he says he
CONTINUED on next page
just wants to do it 'til he gets a BMX bike. He's

JUS T

We'll also process
and print all types of
black & white film.
We can convert to
black & white from
your color originals.

54 YORK STREET 761-5861

-John X.
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Portland
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Wine and Cheese

tel. 207-772-4647
fax 772-5294
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CONTINUED from previous page

Hamburger & Fries '
(with this coupon)

*'

1/4 pound burger with your choice of toppings
(ketchup, mustard, onions, tomatoes, pickles,
lettuce) cheese add 20¢. Expires 8/17/89

~
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PORTLAND
HOUSE OF PIZZA

"I will fire a girl if I find out she's been
having sex with clients. I will fire her," Bob
says. "But because I can't monitor it, I have no
idea how many do and how many don't. And
that bothers me." He worries that he would be
not only an exploiter of women in that situation, but legally a pimp, as well.
"If you play by the rules, it's all an illusion,"
he says. "It's an illusion of a pretty girl on your
ann. It's the illusion that that girl gives a shabout you." Not every client settles for illusion.
Not every woman plays by the rules.
"Eight out of 10 clients are legitimate people
who are lonely. And what they want is a
massage," Bob says. "There is a crappy two out

of 10 that want something else." And he
suspects there are women who cross the line
and sell that crappy two out of 10 something
else.
"Desperate people do desperate things," he
laughs, more at himself than at anyone else.
Not everyone buys Bob's two--out-of-ten
estimate.
"HistOrically massage parlors and escort
services always come under the scrutiny of
police," says Portland Police Chief Michael
Chitwood. "There are legitimate massage and
escort services, but (prostitution) is certainly
happening. Take my word for it."
Or take the word of Sgt. Tom Cariker of the
Clark County Sheriffs Department in Las
Vegas, Nevada. Cariker's vice squad went on a

1373 Washington Ave. at the corner of Allen Ave.,
near Northgate • 797-9030 • EAT IN OR TAKE OUT

-------------------------

Portland Police have stepped up th~lr uniformed patrols of the Parkslde
neighborhood, moving prostitutes along when they loiter.

Portland Vice
\
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The high profile of street prostitution and
its effect on a neighborhood make it the first
priority of the police as they address prostitution. Undercover johns and janes cruise the
Parkside neighborhood looking for people
who are looking for sex. When they get a
money-for-sex offer, they make an arrest.
Uniformed police patrol the neighborhood,
moving prostitutes along if they loiter.
This work is labor intensive, and dangerous. One woman recently tried to knife the
undercover officer in the car beside her when
she realized she was being busted.
The efforts have paid off. "I think the fact
that the prostitutes are gone has quieted
everything down," says Judy-Gazza, a
Parkside resident who has been blocked in
her driveway by johns, seen women beaten,
and listened all night to screams and taxi
horns.
But Gazza's neighbor, a young man who
didn't want to be identified, says it's still
there. "My girlfriend with my child just goes
over to the store and she gets harassed.
People think she's a hooker. This is not a
healthy environment to bring up a kid," he
says.
The police hand the credit back to the
Parkside Neighborhood Association, which
united recently around the issue of rundown apartment buildings with invisible
owners. "The bottom line is who you rent
to," says Portland Police Sgt. Tom Joyce, who
grew up in Parkside and is raiSing a family
there now.
Police have just begun what they consider
the second step - undercover work in
Deering Oaks, infamous as a gay sex rendezvous. But tricks are going badly. Undercover
police say many of the men give sex away,
therefore money-for-sex offers are rare.
Police haven't gotten to escort and massage
services yet, although Portland Chief of
Police Michael Chitwood vows they will.
Vice cops Joyce and Ridge do their jobs
with an awareness that they're treating the
symptom and ignoring the disease. They

know what the lives of the prostitutes are
like, and they don't believe arresting them
helps anybody. The men and women bail
themselves out for $17.50 and go back to
work. They pay a $250 fine if they're convicted.
"What does that do? It makes them work
a little harder," Joyce says. That means an increase, not a decrease in prostitution - and
an increase in desperation.
Many people think legalizing prostitution
would solve a lot of the problems. Brothel
prostitution is legal in 13 of Nevada's 17
counties. Women work for a brothel owner,
and must see a doctor weekly for disease
checks. Clark County (Nevada) Sheriffs Department Sgt. Tom Cariker explains how legalization came about.
"Some of the small counties legalized it
'cause it's a desert. It takes thousands of
acres to feed a cow. So they legalized prostitution. It's a big part of their tax base."
One Portland prostitute is all for it. "They
could haul in some taxes if they tried," she
says. "And I think the cops should be able to
go up to any woman on the street with a previous conviction and check them for a
condom."
Meanwhile, there is little help here for
prostitutes. The YWCA's Street Program
offers out-reach services to minors. Bertha, a
prostitute, says one man walks around
giving away condoms. At the police station
women are given infonnation on AIDS,
Hepatitis B and other diseases they are at
risk of contracting.
Joyce and Ridge say the only way to break
the cycle of drugs and prostitution is to
detain women long enough to break their
addictions. Jail time will only be effective if
drug treatment and counseling are part of
the package, they say.
"It's too easy to stay where they are," says
Joyce. "It will all stop when we can offer
them a way of life better than they have
now."
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Hannah _HOlj
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round-up of massage, dance and escort services
a couple years ago. Officers posed as tourists in
hotels, calling ou t for the various services. He
says, "Ninety-nine percent of them tha.t show
up solicit you for prostitution. Male or female."
There are more than a dozen massage and/
or escort agencies in the area. They advertise in
the Portland Press Herald and in the Yellow
Pages. They take major credit cards. Some offer
24-hour service. Others offer "discreet and
confidential placement." Few list an address.
Some of the addresses are well-known: the
Parisienne massage parlor on Congress was the
site of numerous prostitution arrests before it
closed in 1987. More recently, Classic Escort in
Westbrook was raided by police and FBI agents
and it the subject of an ongoing investigation.
Testimony in that FBI affidavit offers a rare,
though untried, look at how escort services
work. An infonnant told investigators that
women made tips of $100 to $1000 for various
sexual services. The women travelled through
Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts to
meet their customers. One employee reported
that all of approximately 15 women at the
agency were prostitutes. The women reportedly
carried American Express machines for the
convenience of clients. (Classic is no longer in
operation.)
Massage and escort are not businesses that
owners talk about. After dozens of phone calls,
Bob was the only person who agreed to talk to
CBW - on the condition that he not be identifiable to his employers.
The difficulty in knowing who's selling
massage and who's selling sex has convinced
some practitioners to draw a clear line. Massage
is not now regulated by the state.
"The public has no way of knowing who's a
legitimate massage therapist and who isn't,"
says Sharon Johnson, chairperson of the legislative committee of Maine's chapter of the
American Massage Therapy Association
(AMTA). But, says Johnson, who is sometimes
called by men who confuse her business with
prostitution, "it takes about 30 seconds over the
phone to figure out what each other is talking
about.
"I would say that anyone advertising as
massage/escort is not legitimate. You get a
pretty good idea if it says 'male, female 24
hours,'" Johnson says.
In January she hopes to get a licensing
procedure through the legislature. Under the
proposal a person without an AMTA license
from a school would have to document hundreds of hours of training. therapeutic case
histories, some college-level study, and more.
No one under 18 or with a sex or violence
conviction could be licensed.

A victimless crime?
The line between the kind of woman whose
body a man could buy for $50 and the kind
whose body he might get in exchange for
dinner and drinks may be bluny for some
people. From a prostitute's perspective, survival is on one side of the line and recreation is
on the other.
These people have been victims a long time.
Surveys in four major cities found that on
average 70 percent of women working as
prostitutes were victims of incest or sexual
abuse as children. Peny Sutherland at the AIDS
Project says statistics are similar for men.
'1 was in a screwy relationship," says a
woman we'll call Bertha, looking wildly up and
down Mellen Street, clutching her bag. "My
boyfriend was doing drugs and he was just a
very violent person." Her fingers skitter over
her cheek. '1 was made to do it. It made me
sick. I felt dirty all inside myself. My whole
body was shaking all over when I would get
into a car, I was that scared.
"I was pregnant last summer," she continues,
her fingers tangling in her necklace chain.
"Because of him the state took (the child). I was
living in hell." She looks up the street. '1 was
living in hell."
Bertha left the boyfriend in June. She says
she's been living with a girlfriend, and has not
sold her body. But she says she needs an
apartment this July afternoon or her belongings
will be thrown out of the place where she lived
with her boyfriend. She has no money. She has
no job.
"I know I'm slow," she says frankly, her eyes
standing momentarily still. "But there's a lot of
things I think I could do if someone would give
me a chance." She would like a job in a laundromat.

But this afternoon she says she is "testing
herself," seeing if she can say no to her old
customers when she is this desperate.
A man we'll call Don is in his 30s or 405. He
is another long-time victim. "} don't know why
I'm telling you this," he says. "What do you
think happens when you're being molested as a
child? Everybody's got this big empty space
inside." He drags his hands like a box down his
chest. "From.something that hurt 'em really
bad."
He says prostitution is a way to get revenge
on men. '1t's control. It's taking control away
from them. You got control, and," he says,
grinding the words out slowly through his
teeth, "you're taking their money."
Don says he works as a prostitute when he's
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"It's control. It's
taking control away
from them.
You got control, and,"
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Pi7Ja and Steak Sandwiches

he says, grinding the
words through his
teeth,"you're taking

Patio Dining, too
Tel: 773-3530

their money. "
desperate "I'm a user. An abuser. I was clean
for two years ... "
Drugs are the clincher, prostitutes say. They
need the drug, so they sell the sex. "Man, you
go through thousands of dollars of cocaine,"
says Don. "I'm getting edgy right now." A
sheen of sweat covers his face.
John X says some of his friends became
prostitutes in a desperate attempt to raise their
standard of living. "What usually happens is
drugs get in the way. People end up going
down instead of getting where they wanted to
be. Until things are affordable to lower class
people ... until there are better shelters for
children, so they don't end up in this trap..."
"If you could see from their mug shots the
change over six months, it's devastating," says
Ridge. She says that prostitutes are robbed, beat
up and abused, but they don't report these
crimes.

"Girls get ripped off all the time," says Lucie.
"Who are they gonna tell?"
The families of the prostitutes suffer, too.
Bertha is not alone in losing her child, Ridge
says. Unless the women can solve their own
problems, they can't meet their childrens'
needs. The children become wards of the state
and are placed in foster homes.
And there's simple explOitation. like Bertha,
many of the women have boyfriends or husbands that they support. Police know a woman
whose husband drops her off in Parkside every
day. He cruises around checking on her
throughout the day, then takes her home to her
child. Other women pay pimps to "protect"
them and supply them with coke.
Don, who says he used to pimp sometimes,
says pimps offer the women more than drugs
and protection. They offer the women a distorted glimpse of how the bodies of men and
women might meet on the lighter side of the
line. A side they may never have known.
"The pimp gives prostitutes love," says Don.
"Hugs them or holds them when they need to
be held .. . but it's not real love."

Hannah Hol~ thanks Tonu Harbert
for his help with this story.
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~ RAOUL'S TEX-MEX SPECIALTIES ~
RAOUL'S MEXICAN PIZZA
Raoul·s fresh Syrian bread baked with
veggles and cheese, topped with your
~eofanybMoatt~on~

A Raoul's Original

5.95

RAOUL'S TOSTADA
A deep fried tortilla topped with
veggles and cheese. baked with
your choice of any bMo attractions.
5.75

RAOUL'S CHALUPA
A warm flour tortilla filled with

fresh lettuce, veggles, cheese and
your choice of any two attractions.
Served with Mexican rice.
A must try item
5.95

THE ENCHILADA
Raoul's lalge flour tortilla wrapped
with veggles and cheese, filled with
your choice of any bMo attractions
and baked with even more cheese.
Served with Mexican rice
5.95

RAOUL'S
ATTRACTIONS
Ill. ROADSIDE SALSA
112. GUACAMOLE
113. RAOUL'S CHILI
114. SOUR CREAM
115. RAOUL'S PORK
CHORIZO
116. SPICED SHREADED
CHICKEN
#7_ BLACK BEANS
118. REFRIED BLACK
BEANS
1#9. GREEN CHILI SALSA
1110. JALAPENOS
A..EASE ORDER SIDES BY NUMBER

SOFT TACO PLATE
Our popular dinner plate consisting
of two soft flour tortlllas, folded over
a tasty mixture of vegetables, cheese
and your choice of any bMo attractions.
Served with salsa, sour cream and
Mexican rice.
6.25

865 Forest Avenue
Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494

Swiss poet and painter Franco ~"
Beltrametti p~rfo~ a piece of ....
oral poetry Wlth sunultaneou:z;
, ~//
graphic work entitled "Graf- ~
. ~.:-,~,
fiti Lyriques," The perform~
ance takes place at 7 p.m. at
.'/ .\
an opening of an exhibit of
' . )'
Koller's paintings, which
"begins at 5 p.m. Dean
Velentgas Gallery is located at
60 Hampshire St. at the base
of Munjoy Hill in Portland,
The series continues with
fiction and poetry readings on
Thursday evenings at 7 p.m.
For more information, call
772-2042.

«<!..

l"'l \" .

• The Stonecoast Writers
Conference continues on the
USM Gorham campus with
free lectures and readings
through next Friday. This
afternoon's lecture at 1:15
p.m. is "Gender and Fiction in
Private Life: Works by Grace
Paley and Philip Roth in
Context" given by Judith
Grossman, author of the novel
"Her Own Terms." Susan
Dodd will read from her
fiction and David Rivard will
read his poetry tonight at 7
p.m. Lectures and readings
are held in the Dining Center.
See the listings for a complete
schedule of events.
• The history and preser1bots end The Meytells come '_min' Into town Tues., Aug ...
vation of lighthouses are the
topics of two slide talks being
The talks begin at 7 p.m. and
given at the Portland Museum
are free. For more
of Art in conjunction with the
information,
exhibit "Sentinels of the
call 774Coast: Images of Lighthouses"
6148.
on the walls through September 10, Jay W. Hayland III,
• The Dean Velentgas
chairman and founder of the
Gallery will be hosting a
Lighthouse Preservation
series of events through
Society, will address the issue
~~~~A~Ugust. Tonight James
of lighthouse preservation in
l~~~
Koller and
the United States. Herb
Adams will give a slide
lecture on the history of
lighthouse service,
focusing on Portland
Head Light.
~~~~~

Have you ever
tried to catch a
pig? Or at least
watched some
one else make the
attempt? The pig
scramble Is ,ust one
of the events scheduled
for the Topsham Country
Fair. See August 6 •••

WED-SAT 7,9
SUN EVE7
SAT-SUN MAT 1

f

"UiOM[N ON TH[

t

V[RGf Of ANfRYOUS BRfAKno\\ ,~

SATURDAYS
ARE NO NIGHTS ...
"

1(

AUGUST 9

TRIBE
FROM BOSTON

AUGUST 24

KING SUNNY

ADE

& his 18 piece
AFRO-POP ORCHESTRA
FROM NIGERIA

NO Top 40
NO Dress Code
NO Disco
NO Sweat· (Air Conditioned)
SIMPLY THE HIPPEST MUSIC
THE NICEST CROWED
THE BIGGEST DANCE FLOOR
& COOLEST SUBTERRANEAN LOUNGE

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND· 773·8187

AUG. 4·5, FRI·SAT 11

nor IIOCItY tW,JWII PtmItK ~ R
AUG. 5·8
SAT-SUN MAT 3
SUN EVE9
~
SUN·TUES 79:15

MISSISSIPPI

BURNING

AUG. 9·13

WED·FRI7:15.9
STREAMS OF
SAT·SUN EVE 7
COXSCIOUS\"ESS SAT-SUN MAT 1

NEW AMERICAN
ANIMATION
10 Exchan

51. Portland

772·9600

• The Brunswick Street Fair
offers music, dance and shows
for kids on the mall in downtown Brunswick. The shows
begin at 10:30 a.m. and continue all day with perform$13. For more information,
ances by the Maine State
Music Theater, Lazy Mercall 933-9999.
cedes, Brad Terry and Schooner Fair. See the listings for a
complete schedule.
• For a dusty taste of
Texas ... Joe Ely plays country
& western-influenced rock.
Ely takes the stage tonight at
• From pig scrambles
Raoul's, 865
to a demolition
.... _ •. derby, almost every
kind of country fair
diversion will be
offered at the Topsham Fair today
through August 12.
The gates open at 8
a.m. daily. Admission
is $3.50, which includes
admission to all the performances and shows. Bill
Haley's Comets perform
today at 4 and 7 p.m .
• Stevie Ray Vaughan &
Double Trouble play powerdriven blues at 7:30 p.m. at
the Seashore Performing Arts
Centre in Old Orchard Beach.
ticket information, Ticket are $17 and available at
the box office, Ticketron
call 773-6886.
• The stage version of outlets or by calling Teletron
"The Hunchback of Notre
at 800-382-8080.
Dame" premieres tonight at
the Theater of Monmouth.
The story, adapted for the
stage by Timothy Wheeler
from Victor Hugo's novel, is
about the hunchback Quasimodo and the Gypsy girl
• "Art in Motion."
Esmeralda, who are each
SPANDA Dance Company
persecuted by th~ people of
presents a performance of
Notre Dame. Performances
dance to music ranging from
continue in repertory through Bach's "Magnificat" to Van
September 2 at the Theater at Halen, featuring 16 dancers
Monmouth. Tickets are $8.50- and artwork by Allie

Rimkunas, who draws the
dancers while they dance-.
Performances are tonight,
tomorrow and August 14-15
at 8 p.m. at the Schoolhouse
Arts Center, Rts. 35 and 114,
Sebago Lake Village. Tickets
are $5 for adults, $2.50 for
children. For more information, call 642-3743.

Maine's madcap musical
comedy revue is back!

World Saxaphone
Quartet
Saturday, August 19th
Two shows: 7:00 & 9:30
Portland Performing Arts Center
TIckets $14 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music

816 $OIlNO) fROM ALL OVU

1989 MUSIC SERIES PRESENTED BY PORTLAND PERFORMING ARTS

}UNCLE BILLYS
} SOUllISIDEm·B-QlIE
tf1ht&.Ta.Ju.. ou:t-

':;.

.; Ne1.tto~Grjffin Club-Souths'u3e -'.

.~; i theMilfionDolla~ Bridge"" C:1 .

Thurs, Fri, Sat at 8; Sun at 7
Aug. 10 thru Sept. 3

~JH~
""t,11 CO"".,

';.'
761-1119
:.
.. Tues - Sun 4 to lOpm '

The NEW Mad Horse Theatre
955 Forest Avenue, Portland

"'~:o::::::::lB~ee:'llr~&:;.,..~

vlsI~'{;~~~~Pted

features works by more than
120 Maine artists. Paintings by
Eric Hopkins, DeWitt Hardy,
John Muench and Dahlov
Ipcar are among the works to
be auctioned. There will be a
• Not just another reggae
free public viewing of the
Tuesday at the Tree Cafe ...
pieces from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. at
l'hose great masters of reggae,
the Portland Club, 154 State
Toots and The May tails, take
St., Portland. The auction
the stage at 45 Danforth St.,
begins at 7 p.m. Admission is
Portland.
$25 per person. The proceeds
go towards researching the
health and safety issues
associated with nuclear power
and nuclear waste. For reservations or information, call
• A far cry from Roger
772-2958.
Rabbit ... "Streams of Consciousness: New American
Animation" features short
animated works by 13 directors, who explore the inner
and dream worlds of the
subconscious. The Maine
• The Maine Festival kicks
premiere of these films is at
off today in Deering Oaks
The Movies on Exchange
Park. The three-day festival
Street tonight through Sun·
features national acts, local
day. See the listings for times. performers and the most
eclectic blend of artists assembled in one place. Today's
highlights include Swamp
Boogie Queen Kate Webster,
Country Joe McDonald, the
salsa band Adalberto y Su Son
• A benefit art auction
and the politically topical
hosted by the Maine Nuclear
music of Bruce Cockburn.
Referendum Committee
Tickets for the festival can be

purchased for $7.50 through
August 10 at all area Shop 'n
Save supermarkets, The
Record Exchange and by
phone, 772-9012. Today
children will be admitted for
$1 with a coupon printed in
the Press Herald, Evening
Express and Sunday Telegram. For a complete schedule of events, see next week's
CBW.

• Slasher rock and roll: The
Honeymoon Killers may not
be studying to become divorce lawyers, but they will
be cranking out the tunes
tonight at Geno's, 13 Brown
St., Portland.

Find what or who you're
looking for at the

Across Town,
Across The State •••

CoscoBov
""EEK.LY'
FREE
CLASSIFIED

Quicksilver Messenger Service
specializes in RUSH SERVICE
throughout Maine and
Northern New England, as well as
local Portland area deliveries!

BOOTH
~

.... Classified Booth Message Board at the ...
..,
Maine Festival, Aug. 11-13.
,..

No Rush Charges Ever!
Economical Ratas • Bonded Drivers
24 hours a dfr'jn days a week
Radio Dispatched
Deliveries Fully Insured

874.·2211

'Quicksilver.~
A
M ....

no.'

Se,_lc.

-AuguS13, 1989
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CAsco Bay Wukly

Split 50 (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland. 774-5246.
Cornerstone (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873.

BIG CRUISE
WEEKEND

SUNDAY+

• • • • WITH • • • •

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
THIS FRIDAY NITE AUG. 4

LADIES CRUISE

Compiled by Ann Sitomer
LI.tlngs must be rec.ived by 5 pm the Thunday prior to publication
Ann SI'-.., Casco BayW_kly, 187 Cia.. at. . .t, Portland 04102

AND SUNDAY NITE AUG. 6

MIDSUMMER BASH
ABOARD LONGFELLOW II
Boat leaves at 7:30

Sponsored by WGMX and MOLSON

$,P~~K~S

DATING SERVICE

If you're

All we ask is that
you remain open
minded.
Everything
is totally
professional

apprehensive
about calling a
dating service,
we understand.
If you're nervous
about
r-~~~~
picldng
up the pbonc~-~J!jjrnj:fi'
that's o.k.
Most people
are.

and
confidential
And just
think. ..

one phone
call might
jus change
your life.

OWNER- Julia Pozzy

:

Yf-$*Jfll:41Kj'$?t
."!f"

DATJNG SERVICE

883-1003

u.s. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074

SILVER
SCREEN

Babnaln Michael Keaton is Bruce
Wayne, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are
designed by Anton Furst, who designed
the sets for Stanley Kubrick's "Full Metal
Jacket," among other films. The movie
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately,
the plot and characters fall far short of
the movie's menacing and profound

sets.
mollie is about a group of schoolboys in
a strict New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Robin Williams) to look beyond the
ordinary and to IiIl8 their own a-eams
rather than conform to the expectations
of their parents and schoolmasters,
Williams' acting does fittle to inspire,
but his character Qives the rest of the
story the impetus It needs to cany on
without him. Using the haunting and
mystical images that have become his
trademark, Weir maluls the boys'
initiation into ~fe, love and poetry
extraordinary.
Do the Right ThIng Spike Lee's Ihird
major release, "00 The Right Thing: is
a fuIIny, almost theatrical movie about
conftict be1ween young and old, male
and female, llalians and Blacks, Blacks
and Koreans, people who are
comfortable with Ihe status quo and
those who want to overtlvow it The
mollie takes place on one hoi day in a
black neighborhood in Brooklyn, where
~tUe things build into a riot Amidstlhe
ruthless rap of Brooklyn, Sp!ke Lee has
proven that doing the right Ihing is
easier said than done - and that
believing that what you're doing is the
right thing is harder still.
tersll The sequel oilers na
surprises. There are some good comic
moments and more s6me than in the
first part, but the plot andspecial effects
just don't live up to the original.
H_y, I Shrunk .... KIds and
Tummy Trouble is a Walt Disney
double feature. The title speaks for
I Shrunk Ihe Kids: Rick
Moranis loses his and the neighbors'
kids in the backyard afteran experiment
backfires. "Tummy Trouble" stars the
stars of Toon Town - Roger Rabbit,
Baby Herman and Jessica - in this fuRy
animated teature,
Indiana ........ .nd the Last
en.ade The Ihird part in the Indiana
Jones trilogy maintains the sense of
humor and adventure in the previous
installments. River Phoenix does a
good job as the adolescent lodie and
Sean Connery lays aside his own
reputation as a man of adventure to
play Indie's stolid academic father .
Lethal W_pon II Danny Glover and
Mel Gibson play two oops lighting South
African drug smu!!!llers. Lots of product
placement and pOllticafly correct asides
make up the bUlk of this one. The
mollie starts in the beginnin!j of a car
chase; plot is something which never
seems to cross the producer's mind.
UC. . . . toKIllTlIOoIhyDaltonretums
as James Bond in the 16th mollie in the
series, Robert Davi plays the king drug
smuggler. He is more suave than Bond
and he delill8rs better one-liners.
Lock-Up Sylll8ster StaDone's latest
movie.
MI....slppl B ......ng is based on the
FBI investigation of the deaths of three
civil rights workers murdered in Mississippi in 1964. The mollie is directed by
Alan Parker ("Midnight Express' and
stars Gene Hackman and Willem
Dafoe. The plot and suspense hinge
on the differences of character between the two FBI investigators, Hackman, a ex-Mississippi sheriff, and
Dafoe, a Northern liberal. Unfortunately,
their differences are made evident by
artificial means. The violence of the
racial tension is detached.
Parenthood Stell8 Martin and a cast of
thoudands star in this new comedy
about American family ~Ie.
The Rocky HOft'OI' Plctu. . Show
is a cult movie extravaganza. The story,
if you must know, is about a young
couple whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped in a castle inhabited by people
from the planet Transsexual. Susan
Sarandon plays the timid Janet. Tim
Cuny IS wonderful in leather and lace,
singing "Sweet Transll8stite:

"1:lOrteY,

Benefit for AIDS Reseach
Live bands! 2 p.m" - closing
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Katharine White
Drawings
I
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August 2-27
at

AOen Scott Books

Professional classes
in acting for:
-lV-FUM- VOICE OVER Win roles, earn income
in commercials,
industrials, film and radio.
CaIlfor current class UsL
•• r __
EBERHARDT/!'''Ifp.~rT
;r"'":~

Used, Scarce and Out oj Prillt
89 Exchange St.
Portland, Maine
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ON CAMERA
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W_kend At Bernie'. Two guys are
invited to a beach house for a weekend
with a daad host, who for some
complicated-plot-twist reason must be
believed to be alill8. The mollie centers
around a party with a propped-up
corpse as the butt of the mollie's jokes.
When Many M.t Sally Rob Reiner
directed this comedy about modem
relationships starring Meg Ryan and
BiUy Crystal as old oolfege friends who
become more seriously involved ten
years later.
WomanontheV_ofaNervollS
Breakdown Carmen Maura stars in
Pedro Almodovar's movie, a
wonderlully funny excursion into one
women's insane love life and all the
people who pass through.
Young Elnst.ln This mystery movie
from Australia is either about the
childhood of Albert Einstein or a feature
length music video.

Dead Poet. Society Peter Weir's

cu-.....

SAT. Aug. 26

St ........ of Conacl _ _ : N.w
American Aninllltion 13shortfilms
explore the dream world and
subconscious.
Talk Radio Director Oliver Stone's
("Platoon" and "Salvador") movie
based, in part, on the slOry of Alan
Berg, the Denver talk show host shot
by neo--Nazis in 1984. Eric Bogosian
plays Bany Champlain, a talk show
host who is known for his abusill8 attacks on his listeners. Most of Ihe
movie's action happens in the studio,
where the cinematographer creates a
claustrophobic feeling by constantly
circfing Champlain and we become as
trapped in Champlain's character as
he is.
UHF Weird Al Yankovitch, who is best
known for his spoofs of pop music,
makes a movie about a guy who takes
over a smaH television station. Plenty
of parody and slapstick.

What's Where
Maine Mall Cinemas
MaIne Mall Road, S Portland
n4-1022

'l'urner & Hootch (PGI
12:45,3,5:10,7:15,9:25

P• .-thood PQ.l:1
12:45,3:45,7,9:50

H_. ___
_t.._. .

L...... Wupon II (AI
1:30, '. 7:15, 9:30

a......nfPG-131

1:30,4:30,720, Klda_
10

lUInmy _ . IPOI

1,3:10,520,7:25,9:35
Dead
IPGI

1 :30, ., 7, 9:35 (Ihrough Aug 3)
7:35, 10 (Aug 4-8)
t ........ , , _

_

the Laat _ _ IPOI
12:45,3:45,7.9:50

...t_P.... IGI
12,2,.,6
ThaAbyas
ClpalsAug 9

Nickelodeon
Temple and Middle, Ponland
n2-9751
Frida, t",,3th P.... VIII:
Jason T..... M._n.n IRI
1 :25, .:10, 7:15, 9:30
Do The RIght 'lbJng fAI

120, ., 720. 9:40
Uc ..... to ION lPQ.l:11
1:10,3:50,6:50,920
UHFlJOG.131
920 (through Aug 3~
_
H • ..., Met ••
JOG.1:I1
1 :40••:05. 7:30, 9:.
GIID ......t _ II IPOI
1:30,4:30,7 (Ihrough Aug 31
FIeld of Dr••_11'41
1:15, .:15, 7:10, 9:30 Iltvough Aug 31

a,

The Movies
10 Exchange. Portland

n2·9600
Th. Rock, H_.. Pic.... _ _ IRI
Aug .·5 at 11 pm
• Wooaanon_V_.f
N _ _ _kdown (RI

Aug 2-6
Wed-sat .. 7, 9

SUn at7

SaI-Sun atl

MI .......ppJ _n1ng IRI
Aug 5-8
Sat-Sun mal at 3
Sun at 9
Moo-Tue at 7,9:15
Str• ..". of ConacI........
~9--13

Wed-Fn at 7:15, 9
Sat-8un at 1, 7

Cinema City
WOSIbrooIc Plaza
854-9116

are not sctteduled at press time;
call ahead to confirm times
UHFIPG-131

Movies

7:15,9:15

Treat Her Right and Ghandi'.
L_hbox (rock) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774--1441 .
Lazy Leater(blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-6886,
Bobby W.t_n Band (blues) Mr,
Goodbar, 8 W. Grand, Old Orchard
Beach. 934--9285.
Sleepy L...... (rockabilly) Aqua
Lounge, ShortSands, York Beach. 3637578.
SpIlt 50 (rock} Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland. 774--5246.
The ShuffI. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774--0444.
Wing and • .....yer (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 PickettSt, S. Portland.
767-4677.
Cornerstone (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand, Old Orchard Beach, 934-4873.

FRIDAY+
Practlc.1 Cats (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest AII8., Portland. 773-6886.
The Up_tt... (r&b) Dry Dock, S4
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
R,"",,_ Night Dennis Brown, Freddy
McGregor, lloyd Parks and We The
People Band (reggae) T rea Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portfaoo. 714--t441.
Bobby W.tson B.nd (blues) Mr.
Goodbar, 8 W. Grand, Old Orchard
Beach. 934--9285.
SpIlt 50 (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market,
Portland, 774--5246.
The Shuffl. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Corne..tone (rock) Brunswick, 34 W.
Grand. Old Orchard Beach. 934-4873,
No Re.1 Neighbors (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickett, S. Portland.
767-4677.
John ....1... (jazz) Blue Moon Cafe,
425 Fore St., Portland. 871-0663

SATURDAY+

When H...., M.t ...t, IRI
7, 9, weekend mats aJ f, 3
Ghaatbuatara
II (POI
W_ _ mal. atl,
3

Uc..... to KlllePQ.t:l1
7,9:15
K ..... KId IIIIPGI
Weekend malsat 1:;5. 3:15

W_and.t a ....... IPGI
7, 9, weekend mats atl, 3
Frtda, _ 13th P8rt Y111(RI
7,9, week9nd mats at 1, 3

Evening Star

Schedule subject 10 chang.

Tontine Mall, BrunswICk
729·5486
De.d Poet. _ely IPGI
7,9:25

Prides Corner Drive"ln
Bndg\on Road, Woslbrook
797-3154
Aug 4-10

Gha_at. . II IPOI
6 :15
K ....t. Kid III IPGI
10:10

L -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

MUSIC
CLUBS
THURSDAY+

~

After Dark Against Ald. Fundraiser
fortheAIDS Projectwith The Navarro's,
The Pirrahha Brothers and The Rying
Scotts at Gena's, 13 Brown St,
Portland, 761-2506.
.J_ Ely (country/rock) Raoul's, 865
Forest AII8., Portland. 773-6886.
The Up. .tt... (r&b) Dry Dock, 84
Commercial, Portland. 774-3550.
Callfoml. Dreamln' Tour with the
Mamas and the Papas, New Riders of
the PuroieSage, Canned Heat, Brewer
& Shipley and Maria Muldaur. Troo
Cafe, 45 Danforth St, Portland. 7741441 .
.John ....1. .1 (jazzj Blue Moon Cafe,
425 Fore St, Portland. 871-0663.
Bobby Watson B.nd (blues) Mr.
Goodbar. 8 W, Grand, Old Orchard
Beach. 934--9285.
No R ••I Neighbo.. (rock) Spring
Point Cafe, 175 Pickell, S. Portland.
767-4677.
The Shuffl. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.

AH.r Dark Against Aids Fundraiser
fortheAIDS Project Paradise with Mary
Hanson (r&b) Tree Cale, 45 Danforth,
Portland, 774-1441.
Shlrl.y L.wl.(motown)AquaLounge,
Short Sands, York Beach. 363-7578.
The Nlghlllf•• (r&b) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 7744144.
D.n K •• llng (acoustic) Squire
Morgans, 46 Marl<et, Portland. 7745246,
Mu.lc .Jams Irish Jam Session 2-6 pm
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland.
772-2739; Blues Jam Session 12-6 pm
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, PorUand. 7741441 ; ()pen Mike Night at Geno's, 13
Brown, Portland, 761-2506.

MONDAY+
N.w FolkAcoustic Jam Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth, Portland. 774--1441.
Th. Nlghtllf•• (r&b) Old Port Tavern,
11 Moulton, Portland. 7744144.

TUESDAY+
Toots & The M.ya.lI. (reggae) Tree
Cafe, 45 Danforth St., Portland. 7741441.
Carol and the Chalm.rs (rock) Old
Port Tavern , 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444 .
Open Mlk. Nrght Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickell, S. Portland. 767-4677.

WEDNESDAY+
Tribe (rock/new music) Zootz, 31 Forest
Ave., Portland. 773-8187.
In Tran.itlon (electric jazz) Tree Cafe,
45 Danforth, Portland, 774-1441.
Carol and the Chalmers (rock) Old
PortTavern, 11 Moulton, Portland, 7740444.

MUSIC
SHOWS
THURSDAY+
Annl Clark (acoustic guitar and vocals)
12 noon , Tommy's Park, Middle and
Exchange streets, Portland.
Chandl ...s Band plays Thursdays
through Aug 10 at Fort Allen Park,
Eastem Prom, Portland. Free and open
to the public.
Org.n Conc.rt (classical) Music for
Hute and organ by Krebs, Pepping,
Kotzschmar, Debussy and Chaminade
performed by George Bozeman and J.
Bryan Dyker, 7:45 pm at Portland City
Hall Auditorium. Free and open to the
pUblic. Oonations to the Friends of the
Kotzschmar Organ are welcome.
Venne.r Qu.rt.t (classical) Music
by Brahms, Dohnanyi and Schwartz,
8 :15 pm at the Rockport Opera House,
Main SI., Rockport. Tickets are $11 for
adults, $6 for students. For more
information, call 236--2823.

FRIDAY+

,.

SATURDAY+
B.II.my .J.zz Band Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland .
Tickets are $12.50. For more
information, call 774-3578.
Envnylou Harri. and .John Prln.
oountry) 7:30pm, The Lakeside Center
or the Performing Arts at CMVTI , 1250
Turner SI., Auburn. For ticket
information, call 777-5262.

l

SUNDAY+
Big Chief .nd the Continental.
(r&b) .5-8 pm, Casco Bay Lines,
departing from the Ferry Terminal,
Franklin and CommerCIal streets,
Portland. For ticket information, call
774-7871.
Red Light R.vue (r&b) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12 .50. For more
information , call n4-3578,
St.vle R.y Vaughan & Doubl.
Troubl. (rock/blues) 7 :30 pm,
Seashore Performing Arts Centre, Old
Orchard Beach. TIcket are $17 and
available at the box oHice, TIcketron
and by calling Teletron (800-382-8080).
For more information, 934-1731.

MONDAY+

IA~
. .~h:;kO~:O~~;;
i(J ~
Raw Bar!
Down East

-----::j~/-

Special
Tuesday Night 5 to 9
Lobster, Steamers, Cup of Chowder,
Corn on the Cob & Cole Slaw

$11.95

SLEEPY
LABEEF

• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT •

YOUDROPIII

BOOGIE 'TIL

Fri. & Sat. Aug. 4-5

Camp EncorelCoda (children's jazz
band) 12 noon, Congress Square,
Portland. Free.

TUESDAY+
Pet.r C.llway (folk) 12 noon, Maine
National Bank plaza, Portland. Free.
.Jerry L_ L.wis (rock) 8 pm at the
Maine Center for the Arts, Orono. For
ticket information, call 581-1755.
Th. Moon...a .... ('50s and '60s a
cappella) "Summer in the Parks" series
7 pm at the Bandstand in Deering Oaks
Park, Portland. Free and open to the
public.
Organ Conc.rI Serl •• (claSSical)
Music of Handel, Bach, Messiaen,
Bingham and Vieme performed by John
Weaver 7:45 pm at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Free and open to the public,
Donations for the Friends of the
Kotzschmar Organ are welcome

Fri. & Sat. Aug,

!!!!!ll!!ll-~1_2_ _~~~~~:;...._ _J

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street

WEDNESDAY+

Portland, ME • 774-3550

East End .Jazz Qu.rt.t 12 noon,
canal Plaza, Portland. Free.
Sentlm.ntal .Journey (big band)
Summer Family Concert Series, 7:30
pm, Brunswick Mall. Free and open to
the public. For more information, call
the Brunswick Area Chamber of
Commerce 725-8797.

A Benefit Dance Party With

PARADISE
HERE'S A
CHAllENGE!

UPCOMING+
T.nor P••quale Caputo accompanied by mandolinistandrecorder
player Alexander Raykov, pianist SarSalam Strong and guitarist Paul
Charbonneau perform Aug 11 8 pm,
Olin Arts Center Concert Hall, Bates
College, Lewiston. TIckets are $8/$5.
For more information, call 786--6135,
Bonnl. Raitt performs Aug 14, 7:30
pm at the Cumberland County Civic
Center, Portland. Tickets are available
at the box office, TIcketron and by
calling 800-382-8080,
Nell Young (folk/rock) Sep 2,7:30 pm,
Veteran's Park, Manchester, N. H.
Tickets are $19.50, available at
Ticketron and Teletron, 800--382-8080.

Michelob Ught Is such a great
tastlngsuper-premiumbccrthat
we challenge you to compare it
with any bccr you Uke. Here's a
tough footbal question with a surprising answe r". Of all
the football coaches
who
have
ever
coached high school,
college and pro football , which one has
won the most lOtal
games?". The answer
may surprise you be-

cause it's a man who's

ON
STAGE

The San•• (rock) 12 noon, WBLM's
Terrace, Monument Square, Portland,
Randy B ••n and Friends (jazz) 7:30
pm, South Freeport Church, South
Freeport Tickets are $3 adults, $1.50
for children.
Hot Club Qulnt.tt. (jazz) 8 pm, The
Center for The Arts, 804 Washington,
Bath. Tickets are $101$8. For more
information, call 442-8455.
Sarah Va~hn (jazz vocalist) 8 pm,
The Waterville Valley Bridge, Rt. 49,
N.H. Tickets are $20-$27, For ticket Bum Thi. Langford Wilson's love slOry
information, call 603-236-4166.
through Aug 13 at the Theater Project,
BOWdoin Summer Music F ••tlval
School
St,
Brunswick.
14
(classical) Mozart's "Eine Kleine
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm
Nacht~usik" :-valtzes by Strauss,
Sun at 5 pm. Tickets are $101$8. For
Vivaldi s Tno In A minor for flute
more information, call 729-8584.
bassoon and continuo and Brahms: Mixed Nut. Improvisational theater
Trio for clarinet, cello and piano are on
and comedy Aug 4-5 at the Dunaway
the program at 8 pm in the First Parish
Center, School SI. Ogunquit
Church, Maine St, Brunswick. TIckets
A~mission is $10 for ~dults, $5 fa;
are $10. For more information call
children under 12.
725-3322.
'
Anything Coes Cole Porter's musical
C.vani String Quart.t (classical)
through Aug 13 at the Maine State
Works by Beethoven, Ravel and Dvorak
Music Theater, Pickard Theater
8 pm, Olin Arts Center Concert Hall
Bowdoin
College,
Brunswick :
Bates College, Lewiston. TIckets ani
Performances .are Tue-Sat at 8 pm
$81$5. For more information, call 786With 2 P':1 mabnees on Wed, Fri and
6135.
Sun Tickets are $10--$20. For more
Vermeer Quartet (classical) Music
information, call 725-8769.
by Brahms, Dohnanyi and Schwartz, Auditions for "Barefoot In the
8 :15 pm at the Rockport Opera House
Park" held Aug 5and 12, 1-4pmatthe
Main St. , Rockport TIckets are $11 for
Schoolhouse Arts Center, Rts. 114 and
adults, $6 for students. For more
35, Sebago Lake Village. The play
Information, call 236--2823.
runs Sep 21 -Oct 8 on Friday and
Old Time Radio Gang (country) 8
Saturday e venings and Sunday
pm, Heffernan Center, St. Joseph's
afternoons. For more Information call
College, Windham . Free and open to
the public. For more Inlormation, cali
642-3743 .
892-6766 ext. 456

+MORE

SUN / AUGUST 6
AFTER DARK
AGAINST AIDS

coached fewer years
than many others ...
The man who's won the most games
in history is Paul Brown who, going
into 1973, has won 323 games in his
coaching career."Ranking next is
George Halas who won 321... Then
Amos Alonzo Stagg who won 314,
Pop Warner, 313 and Bron Bacevich, who coached just high
school football, and won 306
games ... Next comes WarrenWood-

R&B Band wlSpecial Guests

son, 247,Clary Anderson, 241 and
Bear Bryant, 211, Yes, Light up the
night- with Michelob Ught.

Michelob Ught Is a smooth,
moderatelyllghtbeerfromAmerica'sbestbrewcr-Anheuser-Busch, Inc. Do you
know what the salary
Babe Ruth got his first
year in major league
baseball, in 1914?" Ruth
made a grand total of
$1,300 in his first big
league season! An oddity
of one baseball season is
that almost every Los
Angeles Dodger regular
played a different position than the
one in which he started", For, example, catcher Joe Ferguson, second baseman Dave Lopes and shortstop Bill Russell came up as outfielders; Bill Buckner was orginally a first
baseman; and first baseman Steve
Garvey was orginally a third baseman! Beer Is part of the good life

- drink responsibly!

the first Cotton
Street Festival
July 22"

FRI/AUGUST11
The Phenomenon - The Phunk
The Ph un

PHISH

SAT/ AUGUST 12
Port land 's Own

ROCKIN'
VIBRATION
SUN / AUGUST 13
9:30 p.m. sharp" Free Adm. &
Snacks " Unofficial Party for
Maine Festival Folks' Windup

BOILED IN LEAD
Thurs 8/17:
Fri 8118:
Sun 8/20:
Wed 8/23:

CHEB MAMI
KINGFISH
THE WALKERS
TIND GONZALES
BLUES BAND
Fri 8/25: TRIBE
MDn 8/28: MITCH RYDER &
THE DETROIT WHEELS
45 Danforth St.• 774-1441

-

August 3, 1989

Program Schedule
Critic's Choices
Late Nights

Quality gifts in ~wter, silver,
Iwther &i brass.
Personalized while you wait.

Classic
Impressions
164 Middle St. 0 Old Port
Next to The Oyster Club
874-6980
Mon.-Thurs. 9:3()'6
Fri. 9:3()'S:30 Sat. l()'S

Night at the Movies

3 TIfU The Scarlet Car
4 FRI Steamboat Billjr.
5 SAT Charlie Chaplin
Cavalcade
6 SUN Seduced and Abandoned
7 MON Phantom 0/ the Opera
8 TUE The Southerner
9 WED Fantastic Planet

Evenings
3 THU The Most Dangerous Game
4 FRI Immortal Battalion
5 SAT The Battle 0/ Algiers
6 SUN 0/ Human Bondage
7 MON Life with Father
8 TUE He Walked by Night
9 WED Charade

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retaiL •.

But now all
Gold and Diamonds are 25%
Complete flight CQurse, including
solo flight!

Experience flight as Gentle
as a Bird ... with the safety
of a parachute.

ParaPhf1e&

775-S0LO (7656)
(Must r.giater by August 20, 1989.1

om

• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland 0 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

UWe

b Y anything worth buying"

BUY • SELL • TRADE

"Heavy Metal WednesdaY'STI.g,~!.ttil

THE HOOT ANNIVERSARY PARTY
Russell

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

• LAST STAND
• THE EIGHT BALLS
• THE FIGHTING COCKS
SATURDAY 8/5
• THE NAVARRO'S
• THE PIRANHA BROTHERS
• THE FLYING SCOTS
L@@I< FOR:

THE TWO SAINTS • Aug. 11

lEI:' i{tl','J: (j Mat] ii i t': 1.1l;J 0'*1.11
Cross my heart and hope to die.

The stitching will hold,
the zipper won't break
and it will make you
look young and
beautiful forever!

. . new and professional
iii organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

m laying...R & 8, Motown,
U

Sixties Classics, Swing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.

Now booking for
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

Call: 774·4349
or 767·0873

Accessories for you (~ _
and your home.
~.:

Aug. 4-5

HORSEFEATHERS • Portland

TRILLIUM

• Every Sunday·
Casco Bay Lines
Music Excumon 5-8p.m.

Fl I.!. ~IZE
I.I"XI Ill" EI\TUrt " " I E'\

r

the more unusual performances
scheduled.
Advance tickets are $7.50 for
adults, $3 for children under 12
before Aug. 11. Tickets are
available at all area Shop 'n Save
supermarkets. To order tickets,
call
772-9012.
Calvin? Musical comedy about the life

MORE
ON STAGE

and times of Calvin Coolid!le through
Aug 6 at the Schoolhouse j!ierlorming Origami D.monstration Area
Arts Center, Als. 114 and 35 in Sabago
students demonstrate the art of
Lake Village. Perlormances are ThuJapanese paper folding Aug 3, 12 noonSatat8 pm. Sun at2pm. Tickets are $8
1 pm in Monument Square, Portland.
in advance. $10 at the door ($41$5 for
Poet. storyteller and stiltwalker Martin
children and seniors). For more
Steingesser will be on hand to distribute
information. call 642-3743.
poems for Hiroshima Day. Hiroshima
Winnie the Pooh Young People's
Day Family Peace Fair will be
Theater production Wednesday and
celebrated Aug 5, 4 pm until dusk in
Saturday afternoons through Aug 12 at
Deering Oaks Park. The fair includes a
2 pm on the side lawn of the Theater
performance of ·1000 Cranes,"
Project, School St., Brunswick. TIckets
storytelling, poetry, mus ic and a
are $4. For more information. call 729Japanese lantern floating ceremony.
8584.
For more information, call 772~710 .
Th. Country Wlf. Aestoration
comedy by William Wycherly Aug 3. 8.
13 at 8 pm at the Theater at Monmouth.
Brunswick Street Fair
Tickets are $8.50-$13. For more
on the Mall
inlormation. call 933-9999.
August 5
Th. Great Spoofarto An evening of
vaudeville Aug 3, 8 pm at the Thomas
10 a.m.
Inn & Playhouse, just off At. 302, S.
Jennifer Caven (folk)
Casco. TICkets are $8. Forreservations,
Sage Swingers (square dancing)
call 655-3281.
10:30 a.m.
All's W.II That Ends W.II
Shakespeare comedy is perlormed Aug Maine State Music Theater (Broadway)
11 a.m.
4,9-10, 15 at 8 pm at the Theater at
Potato Garden Puppet Theater
Monmouth. TIckets are $8.50-$13. For
(puppetry)
more information , call 933-9999.
Casco Bay Cloggers
Cel.bration Bam Th.at.r features
(clog dancIng)
the best of student performances from
11:15 a.m.
Benny Aeehl 's workshop Aug 4 and
Jackson Gillman (Maine storyteller)
11 . Maine comedian Jackson Gillman
11:45 a.m.
perlorms Aug 5. Benny and Denise
Alan McH ale and the
Reehl perform vaudeville Aug 12. All
Old Time Aadio Gang (country)
perlormances are at 8 pm at the
12:15 p.m.
Celebration Barn Theater, Stockfarm
The Wright Brothers (clowning,
Ad. S. Paris. Tickets are $5. For more
juggling)
inlormation, call 743-8452.
12:30 p.m.
Jackson Gillman Maine comic
Jara Goodrich (harp) and
performs Aug 4, 8 pm at the Thomas
Jenny ~nna (flute
Inn & Playhouse, just off At. 302, S.
1 p.m.
Casco. TICkets are $8. Forreservations,
Aandy Bean and Company Gazz)
call 655-3281 .
Emily Ojala (creative dance)
Th. Hunehback of Notre Dam.
1:30 p.m.
Play by Timothy Wheeler based on the
Ahoda and Brownie (children's music)
novel by Victor Hugo Aug 5-6. 11-12,
1:45 p.m.
17-18,22,25-27, 29,30, Sap 2at8 pm
Lazy Mercedes (folk)
(matinees Aug 23, Sap 2) at the Theater
2 p.m.
at Monmouth. Tickets are $8.50-$13 .
The Wright Brothers (clowning,
For more information, call 933-9999.
juggling)
G.rshwin and M. Cabaret performer
2:15 p.m.
Diane Troupe perlorms Aug 5.8 pm at
Different Shoes (folk)
the Thomas Inn & Playhouse, just off
2:45 p.m.
Rt. 302, S. Casco . TIckets are $8. For
Browns Head Repertory Theatre
reservations, call 655-3281.
(children's theater)
Jam.. Thult».r KlntyPH John
m•
Valentine perlorms a one-man show of
Deb Sawyer an Doug Lewis (folk)
the stories and anecdotes of James
3:30 p.m.
Thurber Aug 7, 8 pm at the Theater at
Brad Terry and John Basile Gazz)
Monmouth, Cumston Hall, Monmouth.
4 p.m.
TIckets are $7. For information or
Old Grey Goose (children's music)
reservations, call 933-9999.
4:15 p.m.
PANDA Dane. Company presents
Bath MuniCIpal Band (martial musIc)
a perlormance of dance to music
4:45 p.m.
ranging from Bach to Van Halen,
Schooner Fare
featuring the talents of 16 dancers and
6:30-9:30 p.m.
artwork by Allie Rimkunas who draws
Cathy Stebbins and
the dancers in motion. Perlormances
Loose Ends (folk/rock)
are Aug 7~, 14-15 at 8 pm at the
Schoolhouse Arts Center, Ats. 35 and
South
F
....port Sum....r F.stlval
114, Sabago Lake Village. TIckets are
Lobster bake, chicken barbecue. crab
$5 for adults. $2.50 for children. For
and lobster rolls, crafts, baked aoods,
more information. call 642-3743 .
raffles, children's activities, musIc and
W.ne.slas Square Larry Shue's
more Aug 4-Aug 6 at the South Freeport
comedy about life in Prague before
Church, South Freeport.
and after the uprising of1968 Aug 9, 12
at 2 pm at the Theater at Monmouth. Las V.gas Night Portland Jewish
Community Center is sponsoring an
Tickets are $8.50-$13 . For more
evening for adults of games of chance,
information, call 933-9999.
raffles and a midnight breakfast Aug 5,
You Can't Gat Th.re From H.re
8:15 pm at 57 Ashmont St , Portland.
Songs and sketches poking fun of life
$3 entry donation ($2 with this clipping).
in Maine performed by the Mad Horse
For more information. call 772-1959.
Theatre Company Aug 10-Sap3 at the
company's new theater at 955 Forest B.ano B.nefit for the Kidney
Foundation Shaarey Tphiloh
Ave., Portland. Perlormances are ThuBrotherhood is holding a Beano event
Sat at 8 pm. Sun at 7 pm. TIckets are
to benefit the Kidney Foundation of
$14; $2 discount for students and
Maine Aug 6, 6:15 pm at 76 Noyse St.,
seniors. For reservations, call 797Portland. The event is open to the
3338.
public. For more information , call 773Two Plays ·Graceland· by Ellen Byron
0693.
is about the rivalry between tow Elvis
Presley fans to be the first to enter
Graceland and ·The Marriage
Proposal· by Anton Chekhov about a
marriage proposal that goes sour.
Performances are Aug 12. 17-18,2426 at 8 pm at the Thomas Inn &
Playhouse, just off At. 302, S. Casco.
TIckets are $10. For reservations, call
655-3281.

31·

ON THE
WALL
GALA OPENING+

Maine Festival

The Maine Festival takes over
Deering Oaks Park August 1113, 12 noon-l0:30 p.m. Bruce
Cockburn, Katie Webster,
Country Joe
McDonald,
Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukesand Leon Redbone
are a few of the headliners who
will
perform.
Dramatic
monologues by David Cale,
dances by Terry Creach and
Stephen Keoster, and a work by
Liz Lerman choreographed for
local senior citizens are among

D.an V.I.ntgas Gall.ry, 60
Hampshire St , Portland. New paIntings
and collaborations by James Koller
Aug 4-Sep 3. Opening reception Aug
4,5-9 pm. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm, Sat-Sun
1-5 pm. 772-2042.
Bamdoff Gall.rI••, 26 Free St.,
Portland. "Whars The Big Idea?'" Group
show Aug 4-Sep 2. Opening reception
Aug 4. 5-7 pm. 772-5011 .
DimoN, 26 Exchange St.. Portland.
Raw sculptural lighting by Walter Koehli
and paintings by Cindy MacKay Aug 130. Opening reception Aug 4, 5~ pm.
Hours: Mon-Wed 10am~pm, Thu-Sat
10 am~ pm, Sun 12-5 pm . 775-7049.
Expresslv. Art Show Works by Betty
Reading and Diane Manzi Aug 5, 10
am-3 pm at Dells Barn, 51 Burnham
St., Portland. For more information,
call 774-3408 or 775-4845.

17

AROUND TOWN+
Portland M _ _ of Art Saven
Congress Square, Portland. Hours:
Tue-Sat, 10-5; Sun, 12-5; Free on
Thursday evenings, 5-9. Skowhegan
'89 (through August 20) ; Walter Kuhn:
Paintings, Drawings, Prints (through
Aug 19);Sentinels of the Coast: Images
of Lighthouses (through Sap 10);
Andrew Wyeth in Maine: Selections
from the Holly and Arthur Magill
Collection, an exhibit of over 60
drawings andwaterco!ors (through Sap
24); Perspectives: Celeste Roberge
(Aug 10-Oct 8). 775~148.
Alberta'., 27 Forest Ave., Portland.
Installation of wall sculpture, glass!
metal mosaic and paintings by Orlando
de Avila and Lisa Dombek through Sap
1. 774-5408.
AII.n Scott Boob, 89 Exchange St..
Portland. Drawings by Katherine White
through Aug 27. 774-2190.
ArtIsans Gall.ry, 334 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Rasco! Art by Chip Andrews
through Aug 11 .
Congre.. Square Gall.ry, 594
Congress, Portland . New work by Jill
Hoy, Henry Isaacs, Steve Kennedy.
Michael H. Lewis, Aob Po! lien and
Deidre Scherer through Aug 5. Hours :
Mon-Sat 10 am-5 pm. 774-3369.
F.II.r & Company, One Pleasant
St, Portland. Sculptures by Alan D.
Marcuse and photographs by Pamela
Toulou se through Sap 15. Works may
be viewed by appointment, 773-6952.
G ....nhut Gall.rI. . , 146 Middle St.,
Portland. Oils and gouaches by Jane
Dahmen through Aug 10. Hours: MonSat 10:30-5:30 pm. 772-2693.
G ....n Mountain Coff_, Temple
St, Portland. Black and white prints by
Colin Malakie through Aug 15. 7734475.
Maine Pott.rs Mark.t, 376 Fore
St, Portland. Fine high-fired porcelain
by Michael Remsen Aug 3-12. Hours:
Daily 9 am-9 pm . 774-1633.
Nancy Margoll. Gall.ry, 367 Fore
St., Portland. Works by Andrew Baird,
Stephani Briggs, Kathleen Dustin, Yoko
Hirosawa, Kyle Leister, Dona Look,
Lucy Lyon, Rand SchilZ, Charles
Schwarz, Lin Stanionis. Alan B.
Thompson and Kate wagle through
Sap 5. Hours: Mon-Sat 1 am-9 pm ,
Sun 11 am-6 pm. 775-3822.
Pine Tre. Shop and Bayvl.w
Gall.ry. 75 Market St. , Portland. New
work by Carol Sabold and Orrin Tubbs
through Sap 5. Hours: Tue, Wed and
Sat 10 am~ pm, Thu-Fri 10 am~ pm.
773-3007.
Portland Public Library, Monument
Square, Portland. ·Fashion," abstract
pen-and-ink drawings by Lee
Thompson through Aug 18. Hours:
Mon, Wed and Fri 9 am~ pm. Tue and
Thu 12-9 pm, Sat 9 am-5 pm. 7734761.
Portland School of Art , 619
Congress St., Portland. "Diversities:
Summer 1989," features works by
MUlTay Hantmann. Jo Levy. Richard
Wilson, Anne Weber and Theodore
Beck through Aug 4 at the Baxter
Gallery. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 am-4 pm.
775-5153.
Portland Wine & Che_. 8 Forest
Ave .• Portland. Paintings and collages
by Robin McCarthy during July and
Aug. 772-4647.
Raffl.. Caf. Book.tore, 555
Congress, Portland. People and Cows :
Black &White Photography by Arthur
Fink through Aug 3. Hours: Mon-Wed 8
am-6pm, Thu-Fri 8 am-9 pm. Sat 9 am5 pm, Sun 4-9 pm. 761-3930.
St.ln Gla.. Gall.ry. 20 Milk St..
Portland. Multi-layered vessel forms
by Elizabeth Pannell through Sep 15.
772-9072.
W.st Sid. R. .taurant, 58 Pine,
Portland. Mixed media assemblages
by Lori Austill through Aug 20. 7738223.

•

•
•
••
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PERFORMING ARTS CENTRE

Video Rentals Compact Discs
Audio Tapes Nintendo Cassettes
As well as carrying a wide range of pOp,
country, classical, jazz, blues, reggae, new
age, soundtracks and ethnic music, we also
stock alternative sounds - thrash, metal
and college radio favorites.

*

*

Old Orchard Beach
Saturday, August 5 • 7:30 p.m.

Long Cold WInter Tour

Come check these out•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bob Mould
Mojo Nixon
Treat Her Right
Proclaimers
Throwing Muses
The Smiths
Captain Beefheart
Frank Zappa
Bambi Slam
Laurie Anderson

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thursday, August 10 • 7:30 p.m.

English Beat
Fishbone
Agnostic Front
Lizzy Borden
Janet's Addiction
Circle Jerks
k.do lang
Anthrax
Dead Kennedys

DOUBLE DYNAMITEIII

An
evening
with

~

NEW KIDS
ON THE BLOCK
and

ROD STEWART

special guest: TOMMY

PAGE

•••••••••••••••••••to name a few

We now carry rock t-shirts!
• We will special order •
Open 7 days a week. 10-10

207-846-4711
24 U.S. Route 1, Yarmouth, ME 04096

v~gas~~

SKATEBOARDS

8:15 P.M. Saturday,
August 5

$120.

Nlgh~"

oSANTA
MONICA

AIRLINES
oSANTA
CRUZ

°LUCERO
oHOSOI
oaULLWINQ
olNDEPENDENT
°CUTTER
and many more•••

Air conditioned

Games
of~hanee

BafOes

•

<J

:g
~
~

FRIENDLY~~

• Complimentary drinks
• "Midnight Breakfast"
Adult Admission $3.00

Attorn.y G.n.ral's Gall.ry
SpaC., State Office Building, 6th floor,
Augusta. Prints by Robert Shetterly
through Sap 29. 289-2724.
Bowdoin CoII.ge M ....um of Art,
Brunswick: Stories to Tell: The NalTative
Impulse in Contemporary New England
Folk Art through Sap 3. Hours; Tue-Sat
10 am-Bpm, Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275.
The Cant.r tor The Arts, 804
Washington, Bath. Summer Juried
Show Aug 4-Sep 5, Hours: Tue-Fri 10
am-4 pm, Sat 12 -4 pm . 442.a455.
Elem.nts Gall.ry, 56 Maine St..
Brunswick. Painted and quilted fabric
art by Natasha Kempers-Cullen,
sculptural environments for jewelry by
Condon Kuhl, and other fine and
contemporary crafts by Maine artists
through Sap 8. Hours: tue-Sat 10 am6 pm, Sun 2-5 pm. 729-1108.
Hobe Sound Gall.rI. . North, 58
Maine St., Brunswick. Selected works
by Walt Kuhn through Aug 23. Hours:
Mon-Sat 10:30 am-5 pm. 725-4191 .
Maine Audubon Socl.ty, 118 U.S.
At. I, Falmouth. "A Slice of Maine
Wildlife," a photography exhibit of works
by Morgan Hebard Jr. through Aug 31 .
Hours : Mon-Sat 9 am-5 pm. Sun 12-5
pm. 781 -2330.
N.w Work Japan Works by six
contemporary Japanese sculptors
through Aug 17 at USM's Art Gallery in
Gorham. Hours: Mon-Wed 12-4 pm,
Thu and Sun 12-8 pm. 780-5009.
O'Farrell Gall.ry, 46 Maine St..
Brunswick. 'The Meaning of Travel ,"
new paintings by James Linehan
through Sap 2. 729~228 .

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED OFF EXIT 5 FROM THE MAINE TURNPIKE (1-95)
"WHERE THE SEACOAST MEETS THE STARS"

Any Truck,
Deck & Wheel
Only

.."'"

Jewish Community
Center
57 Ashmont Street,
Portland

OUT OF TOWN+

+MORE
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RIVER

.g

MUSIC~~

(2.00 with this sdl)

A

~

""

Mexican

c::=:::.....;,.;--- tt... --.-

~~~

~Restaurant

Waterinll

Hole

Open 4 p.m, • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon.-Fri.
242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza, Portland, ME

0

874-6444

~
~

g
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LOOKING
FOR

146 Ocean St., South Portland
Used & OUI-of-Prinl Books
Tel. 799-SAVE
We ~ books, 100.
TUE to FRI 11-5, SAT 12-4
OTHER TIMES BY CHANCE
"DESCARTES-BEFORE-THE-HORSE"

limited-edition ~IUG
Excellent gift. $7

----------&""&
I·
I

I

I,
I

-

This$1.00
coupon
good
for
OFF
each book of $6 or
more.
Expire. - 8/12189

-- ---------

I

Breakfast & Lunch

•

I 5 Dana St., Old Port 0761-9567.

I open Dally 5 a.m./Sat-Sun 6 a.m. I
I• ._
Buy_
"und>
__
and _
,ceO""
_lhe
_
2nd
_
of_
equ&l
__ ~
0<

value FREE. Coupon ClIpres S-lS·89.

Ieua.

oJ, GLAt\

WE )LAVE ABOUT 16,000
BOOKS INCLUDING
)rnNDREDS OF CURRENT ·
AND OUT-OF-PRINT
GERMAN, FRENCH & OTHER
FOHElGN LANGUAGE BOOKS.

Stop in for a few minutes, or

I

I
I

Aug. 2-3- Port Garden Inn·
Kennebunkport, ME

Aug. 4·5· Dry Dock·
Portland, ME

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

~______________________
browse for hours. Enjoy!
~ L-__________________________________________________~

We're air-conditioned

1•

CIlSco Bay Wtekly
August 3, 1989

Stonecoast Writers' Conference

JAMES KOLLER

This annual wirters' conference at USM offers a series of public
readings and lectures on the Gorham campus. All events are free
and held in the dining center. For more information, call 780-4~6.

New Paintings & Collaborations
August 4-September 3, 1989
Opening Reception:
Friday, August 4, 5-8 PM

Aug 3, 1:15 p.m.
"Gender and Fiction in Private Life: Worl<s

by Sherry Miller

readings & performances
in the gallery:

The paintings of Walt Kuhn

• 4 Aug: Franco Beltrametti
& James Koller
GRAFFITII LYRIQUES
Ragtime by Karl Bruder.

Vibrant portraits

• 10 Aug: Robert Creeley
& James Koller.

'17 Aug: Stephen Petroff, Gary
Lawless, Pam Smith & James
Koller.

·24 Aug: Ted Enslin, Bob Arnold
& James Koller.
Events
at 7

o

Walt Kuhn (1877-1949), a painter with many
Maine connections, is just beginning to receive
the national and intemationalrecognition that he
earned during his lifetime. In recent years there
have been several Kuhn exhibitions in Maine, a
small one honoring the centennial of his birth at
the Whitney Museum in New York, and a major
one at the Armand Hammer Museum in Fort
Worth, Texas. There is a published catalogue
raisonneof his work by Philip Rhys. And there is
currently an exhibition at the Portland Museum
of Art.
Take a drive up to Brunswick and visit the
exhibition. of more than 60 works at the new
HobeSound GaileriesNorth, Maine Street, Brunswick. Artists, non-artists, children, collectors,
almost anyone would find this exhibition interesting and beautiful, full of paintings that are
strong, clear and easy to relate to.
Kuhn was the major force behind the New
York Armory Show in 1913 which brought
"modem" art to America for the first time in a
public way. He was already a painter, workingat
the time in New York City and Grand Manan
Island off Quoddy Head. In 1915 he purchased
thefirstofseveralcottagesinOgunquitandCape
Neddick where his daughter Brenda still lives.
She maintains the Walt Kuhn Gallery and manages his estate. But the selection at Hobe Sound is
different, very complete and very expressive of
Kuhn's work.
He painted intensely from 1925 until his death
in 1949, and from this period survive his best
works. Compelling portraits, stilllifes, occasional
landscapes,aswellasprintsanddrawingsareon
display at Hobe Sound. The gallery is to be congratulated on putting together such an interesting exhibition. The show will continue at the
Midtown Gallery in New York this fall .
One last general comment. Most of us are not
able to purchase $15,!XXJ, $25,!XXJ and $35,000
paintings. But for people who express aninterest
in the speculative or investrnent value of art, I can

OPEN SEVEN OATS A WEEK
372 FORE SI . OLD PORT· PORTlAND· 773.688-4

Portrait of Frank DlgloJe, 1944

think of no better purchase than a WaltKuhn.His
work is excellent. His prices are lower than his
peers, many of whom are less interesting artists,
and his reputation is on the rise. Two paintings
were sold last week and there will be more.
Although Kuhn is known so far for his paintings of circus people, one of my favorite Kuhn
paintings was of yellow roses which I saw several
years ago at a Portland gallery. (I would have
bought that if I had had a loose $10,000.) I'm
happy to see two more paintings of roses in this
exhibit.

The one of red roses (now up to $35,OO())
shows some of Kuhn's virtues as a painter. Red
roses are a subject of Victorian paintings and I
buy these when I find them for less than $75 at
flea markets. But Kuhn's red roses are more
intense, more alive, more expressive of a whole
universe than any paintings of roses I've ever
seen. A person could really stare at one of these
roses and go all the way to China and back
without blinking. Comparing Kuhn's efforts at

an ordinary subject with other work of similar
subjects reveals a lot of his genius to me.
His intense frontal portraits of a variety of
people are in a class by themselves. Kuhn offers
us the whole visual personality of his subjects,
but also includes their psychic personalities and
their energy or their souls- however you want to
name that unnameable quality. We feel, looking
at these portraits, that we know these people a lot
better than we might want to know them. For
viewers who mind the kind of paintings that
jump out at you into your life, rather than allow
you to gradually wind your way into the painting, Kuhn is not going to be easy to accept.
Even standing in the middle of the large, wellarrangec\ new Hobe Sound gallery, one feels
surrounded by the personalities who appear in
the framed paintings on the walls of the front
room. You will meet the "Girl in White," the
"Cuban," the "Girl from Madrid," the "Woman
in Red Shawl," and the "Mysterious Stranger,"
all among my favorites.
There are many more figures as well as an
incredible painting of "Green Bananas" which
shows a whole bunch ofhangingbananasagainst
an orange background. This painting leaves no
doubt about the vision of the artist. He could see
the world and he could interpret it and recreate it
for us.
The Walt Kuhn exhibition is well worth the
rid e to Brunswick before August 23.

Sherry Miller, artist and writer, spends an imaginary
$500,000 a year collecting paintings.

Ooops ... We've taken to standing em our heads too much
and it has altered our peraption. l.Ast week's picture for
ART SEEN, "Lemons on the Bay· by Jane Dahmen,
printed upside down. The paintings are hanging right
side up at Greenhut Galleries in Portland.

=

by Grace Paley and Philip Roth in
Context"
Lecture by Judith Grossman
Aug 3, 7 p.m.
Novelist Susan Dodd and
Poet David Rivard
Reading
Aug 4, 1:15 p.m.
"The Calling of the Poets"
Lecture by Allen Grossman
Aug 4, 7 p.m.
Judith Grossman
Fiction reading
Aug 7-9, 1:15 p.m.
Readings by participants in the
worl<shops
Aug 7, 7 p.m.
Poet Ken Rosen and
Novelist Carolyn Chute
Reading

OFF THE
WALL

Dow.,...t WlIdlIf. Art F ••tlv.1
Woodcarvings, oils, watercolors, wood.
clay and bronze sculptures,
photographs and prints Aug 4-6 at the
USM Portland Campus Center. Preview
Aug 4, 7-9 pm, $5. General admission
Aug 4, 9 am-5 pm; Aug 5, 9 am-3 pm,
$3. For more infonnation, call 3974742.
O ...ffttl Lyrlqu. . James Koller and
SWiss painter/poet Franco Beltrametti
perfonn and create Aug 4, 7 pm at
Dean Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire
St, Portland. For more infonnation,
call 772·2042.
Summer .Jurled Art Show at the
Center for the Arts in Bath. Entries of
worl< in all media except photography
should be submitted Aug 8. Three
entries may be submitted. There is no
entry fee for members of the Center for
the Arts. For non-members there is a
charge to defray the cost of the exhibit:
$5 for one entry, $8 for two and $10 for
three. For more information, call 442·
8455.
Fin. AmerIcan .nd European Art
Auction Worl<s by Audubon, Paxton,
and others will be auctioned Aug 9, 1
pm at the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88
Spring St., Portland. Preview Aug 8, 58 pm and Aug 9, 9 am-12 :3O pm.
Catalog is $20. For more infonnabon.
call Barridoff Gallery at m-501' .
B.neflt Art Auction ho.ted by
the M.I_ Nucl. .r R ......ndum
Commltt_ Works by more than 120
Maine artists will be auctioned Aug 10.
7·10 pm at the Portland Club, 154
State SI., Portland. Free public viewing
of works 10 am-5 pm. Admission is $25
per person . For reservations or
Infonnation, call 772-2958.
United M.ln. C ... ftsmen 20th
Annu.1 August c ...fts F.lr Aug
11-13, 10 am·5 pm at the Cumber1and
Fanners Club Fairground, Cumberland,
one and one-half mile east of Rt 26 on
Tuttle Road. Admission is $2, children
under t 2 free. For more information,
call 443·2787.
Drawing In the Right Side o. the
B ... ln Two·part workshop designed
for people who think they have little
talent for drawing but would like to
learn. Part I offered Aug 12-16; Part II
Aug 17- 18. CololWork: Drawing with
Color Pencils Aug 19-20. Worl<shops
offered at the Appalachian Mountain
Club's Pinkham Notch Camp in New
Hampshire. For reservation, call 603·
466·2727.
Annu.1 Artl.an. Invlt.tlon.1
Show Doll , dollhouses and miniatures
on exhibit Aug 13, 10 am-5 pm at the
Saco Island Exhibition Center, Main
St. , Saco. Admission is $3 for adults,
$ t for children under 12. Proceeds to
benefit the International Guild of
Miniature Artisans Scholarship FUnd.
For more infonnation, call 282'()3 t 6.

Aug I, 7 p.m.
Poet Theresa Pappas and
Fiction writer Gregory Blake Smith
Reading
Aug 9, 7 p.m.
Fiction writers Peggy Fisher
and Jacqueline Fuller
Reading
Aug 10, 1:15 p.m.
"Structure in Poetry"
Lecture by Stephen Dobyns
Aug 10, 7 p.m.
Short story writer Christopher Bursk
and poet Alyson Hagy
Reading
Aug 11, 1:15 p.m.
Poet Stephen Dobyns
Reading

Attorney. and Small Bualne....
is the topic if the next Women Business
Owners of Greater Portland meeting
Aug 3, 6 pm at the Royal River Center,
Rt. 1 in Yannouth. Women Business
Owners provides education, support
and encouragement to women who
own or co-own a business. For
reservations and information, call Becky
Erickson at 761'()041.
LIghthouses Jay W. Hayland III,
chairman and founder of the Lighthouse
Preservation Society, will address the
issue of lighthouse preservation in the
United States. Herb Adams will give a
slide lecture on the history of lighthouse
service. Both talks will be followed by a
reoeption Aug 3, 7 pm at the Portland
Museum of Art, Congress Square. Free
and open to the public. For more
infonnation, call 774-6148.
Wrlle .. and poets wanted for a new
literary group. For more infonnation,
call 854-4036.
Land of Pointed FI..: Llt....ry
Wom.n .nd HI.toric Archl"
tect..... In South B.rwlck Tour of
the homes of Maine writers Sarah Orne
Jewett and Gladys Hasty Carroll in
South BelWick Aug 5, 9 am·5 pm. Cost
is $35 per person, which includes
transportation, picniC lunch and
admission to historic sites. For more
information, call 774-5561.
Recycling Workahop York County
Democratic Committee hosts a
workshop Aug 6, 1p.m. at the University
of New Engiand, Biddeford. Panelists
include Maria Barth, chairperson of the
Kittery Recycling Committee; Kelly
Simpson, State Representative from
Casco and member of the Energy and
Natural Resource Committee; and Mark
Lawrence, State Representative from
Kittery. The purpose of the worl<shop
to detennine what action should be
recommended to the plenary session.
For more information, call 439-9314 .
M.lne Animal S.nctuarymeets Aug
8, 7:30 pm at Clarl< Memorial Church,
15 Pleasant, Portland. The meeting is
open to anyone interested in animal
welfare. Formoreinformation,call Edith
Estes at 773-5054.
Ship Ahoy Movie about sailing aboard
the schooner Alice l. Pendleton A~ 9,
7:30-9 pm at the Maine Marinme
Museum, 963 Washington St., Bath.
Admission is $4 for the public; free for
museum members. For more
infonnation, call 443-1316.
M.gazlne Editing .nd Writing
Worl<shop on the art and science of
editorial thinking Aug 9-11 at the
Appalachian Mountain Club's Pinkham
Notch Camp in New Hampshire. For
reservation, call 603-466-2727.
Rabbi Harry Sky and guests will read
selections from his journal at an evening
hosted in his honor by Portland Stage
Company Aug 10. 7:30 pm at the
Portland Performing Arts Center. 25A
ForestAve_ Freeandopen lothepublic.
For more information, call 774· 1043.
Poet Robert C .....ley will read form
his worl<s Aug 10, 7 pm at Dean
Velentgas Gallery, 60 Hampshire SI.,
Portland. For more information, call
772-2042.

WELL

SENSE NESS

Church •• Tour of three downtown
churches - the Chesln ut Street Church,
the Cathedral of the Immaculate
Conception and SI. Paul's Aug 3, 3:305 pm. Meet at the Chestnut Street
Church, behind City Hall. Cost is $2 for
members , $3 for non·members. For
more information, call 774-5561 .
Summ.r In.Utut. o' M.ln.
Llt.... tu... at the Olin Arts Center,
Bates College, Lewiston. Aug 3, 1 pm
Wayne Newell, lecture, "legends,
Myths and Storytelling Traditions
Among Maine's Native Americans".
Aug 4, 1 pm Ect.Yard Holmes, reading.
Readings and lectures are free and
open to the public. For more
infonnation, call 729-0333.

Blood P ..... su... and Cholest.rol
Sc ....ning. USM Ufeline Cenler
offers public screenings Aug 3,5--8 pm .
All evaluations are held in the Portland
campus gym on Falmouth SI.
Screenings are done on a walk·in, firstcome, first-serve basis. The fees are
$6 for cholesterol, $7 for both. For
more infonnation, call 78()'4 t 70.
Th. Trag.r Appro.ch to
Movem.nt R ..Educ.tlon One·
day introductory worl<shops: Portland,
August 5 and Augusta, Aug 12, 10 am5 pm . Get acquainted with a unique,
gentle form of motion oriented
bodyworl<. Fee is $50. For more
infonnation, call 772-3369.

r.1

Chi Ch'uan Worl<shops offered
for beginning and more-advanced
students Aug 5·6 at Kennebunk
Gymnastics in Kennebunk. Worl<shops
are led by Jay Dunbar and Kathleen
Cusick of Chapel Hill. For more
infonnation, call Larry Landau at 9856621 or the Yoga Center at 799-4449.
Portland Sufi O .....r Free public
classes Sunday evenings, 6:30--8 pm,
at 232 SI. John's St. , Portland. (Front
door of building is locked; use back
door.) AU9 6, Our Divine Inheritance.
For more Infonnation, call 657-2605.
F .... h Start Smoking C.. . . tlon
CI..... Four-week series led by
Mercy Hospital's patient coordinator
Frances Casey, R.N. The fee for the
series is $40. Classes are held Monday
evenings 7-6:30 pm beginning Aug 7.
For more information, call 879-3197.
What to Do When Your Number I.
Up Cholesterol education helps
participants understand the role high
cholesterol plays in heart disease and
learn how to make food and lifestyle
choices to help lower cholesterol.
Classes are held on two Tuesdays,
7:30-7:30 pm, beginning Aug8atMercy
Hospital, 144 State St., Portland. Fee
is $25. For more infonnation, call 8793197.
Total You Work.hop Ufe planning,
creative visualization and transfonnational color awareness are the
topics of this workshop desillned to
help participants create a positive self
image. Worl<shop held Aug 12-13 at
the Holiday Inn By The Bay, Portland.
For more Infonnation, call n5-2111.
FI.xca... R.unlon Picnic for
"graduates" of the Flexcare program
and their families All9 16. 3--8 pm at
Westbrook Community Hospital, 40
Pari< Rd .• Westbrook. R.S.v.P. by Aug
9 by calling Rita 854--8464.
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BARBARA HEINRICH

l8kt gold, diamond and pearl pin

"What makes the pieces meaningful and precious are the
.
thoughts and concepts, as well as the spirit and love, which the
artist expresses in the work. My desire is to create jewelry, the ,
beauty of which is enjoyed not only today, but also tomorrow." .

BARBARA HEINRICH - Unique Gold Jewelry .
August 1 - September 9, 1989
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M.lne Outdoor Adv.ntUN Club
Upcoming trips are open to the public:
Tube Trip on Saco River Aug 5 (no
previous experience required) Meet at
Gorham Shop 'n Save at 10:30 am.
727-5892; Moderate level hike on
Speckled Mountain Aug 13. Meet at
Maine Tumpike exit 10 at 8 am. For
more information, call 774-5585.
C••co Bay Blcycl. Club Scheduled
rides: Aug 5, 9 am Cumberland area,
42 miles, meet at Riverton School,
1600 Forest Ave, 797-9233; Au~ 6,
7:30 am, Bailey Island Ride, 44 miles,
meet at Shop 'n Save on Baxter Blvd,
892--8257; Aug 12-13,weekendatUttle
Sebago, spend the weekend or ride
either day, 774-1118. For updates on
any of these rides, call the CBBC 24
Hour Hotline at 774-1118.
FI.ld trip with ''The S.lIIng
N.tu...II.t" Maine Audubon offers a
three-day auise aboard the 41-foot
cutter Kimber1y-laura. The course is
designed for beg inner sailors who want
to improve their sailing abilities while
investigating the coastal marine
ecosystem. Trip is held Au~ 1()'13,
leavin!! from Portland. Cost IS $395,
including all meals and materials. For
more information, call 781-2330.
Low Tid. W.lk Gulf of Maine's
educational director leads an
infonnational walk Aug 11, 11 :30 am12:30 pm at Kettle- Cove in Cape
Elizabeth. leam about the adaptations
and feeding behavior of intertidal plants
and animal. Costis $3: free for aquarium
members. For reservations, call 772·
2321 .
Appalachian Mountain Club Trips
and worl<shops at the Pinkham Notch
Camp in New Hampshire: Beginner
Backpacking and Camping Aug 4-6
and Aug 18·20; Dry River Backpack
Trip Aug 6·9. For reservations, call
603-466-2727.
Sc.rborough Mar.h Natur.
C.nl.r Outdoor programs at Maine's
largest salt marsh are offered
throughout the summer_ Canoe tours
are offered daily 1()'11 :3O am and Tue
and Thu , 6·7:30 ; Dawn Birding every
Wed 7·8:30 am; Nature Art for Children
Aug 8, 15, 22, 1:3()'3 pm; Summer
Night Sky Aug 3, 8·9:30 pm ; History of
the Dunstan Marshes Aug 4, 9:30-11
am; Full Moon Canoe Tours Aug 1517, 8-9 :30 pm ; Wildflowers and Wild
Edibles Aug 18, 9:30- 11 am; Junior
High Adventure, one·day canoe
exploration of the marsh Aug 24, 9 am3:30. Reservations are required for
special programs; call 883-5100.
PIZZI! Ride. Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pat's Pizza, Rt.
t, Oak Hill, Scarborough.' Rides are
1()'20 miles; pizza after. For more
infonnation call Keith at 799·1085.
Guided Natu... W.lk. Wolfe's Neck
Woods State Pari< in Freeport offers
nature programs at 2 pm daily through
Sep 4. The programs include a walk,
short talks and other activities. Two
new programs this season are 'Before
OurTime,"a historical tour, and "Natural
Sensations," a collection of sensory
awareness activities. The programs are
free with pari< admission. For more
infonnation, call 665-4465.

+MORE
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44 Exchange Street • Portland, ME O4lO1 • 772-4880 :~

EMMYLOU
HARRIS
With the Hot Band
Special guest John Prine
Tickets in advance: $14,
At Gate: $16"
Children 7-12: $7
Tickets available at all Maine
Ticketron outlets, Teletron (l-uv'v-..
382-8080), Record Exchange,
or call Lakeside (207-777-5262).
Saou: law prohibita alcoholic bc:o.ocrages on lhe 1100mb.

SAT.· AUG. 5 • 7:30

Radio Host:

~ml\

Co-sponsor:

IN LEWISTON

DISCOVER
OLD PORT'S
BEST NEW STORE

MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares
773-7977
100 COMMERCIAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK, JUST
NORTH OF DI MILLO'S
CONTEMPORARY GLASS
20 MILK STREET / aD? 772·9D71i!
PORTLAND MAINE 041 01

"A unique selection offine
products for your home from
Maine and around the world."

Find the one you're looking for at the

Casco
Bav:':"ned
""EEKLV booth
at the Maine Festival, August 11-13, Deering Oaks Park
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SPORT

Bowdoin and Back l(}.mile Run to
the Coast Aug 2O, 8am. Entry fee is $7.
For more information, contact Sports
East at 729-1800.
Angle AbnllNlm Scholarship Fund
Run Aug 27, 9 am from Deering High
School, Portland. Four-mile run out
and back. Registration fee is $6, $7 day
of the race. For more information, call
883-1186.

FOR

KIDS

August 3, 1989
Youth for Understanding is looking
for some good homes to act as host
families for international students
attending local high schools. Sludents
arrive in Augustand leave the following
July. They have their own spendl ng
money and insurance and are expected
to carry a full academic load at school.
For more information, call the Center
for Voluntary Action at 874-1015.
Retired Senior Citizen Program
(RSVP) Organization places people
60 or over in volunteer positions. TIme
commitment is two hours per week.
For more information on these and
other opportunities, call Priscilla Greene
at R.S.V.P. at 775·0503
EF Global Village needs hostfamilies
for foreign high school students and
their tour guides. Families are asked to
provide room and board for four weeks
In August for students from France and
Italy. The students will be attending
classes and planned activities during
the week. For more information, contact
the Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
Common Ground Country Fair is
looking for volunteers to help for about
one week before the fair (Sep 22-24 in
Windsor) and two weeks after. The fair
seeks to maintain and improve rural life
in a way that sustains and improves the
environment. Volunteers eam a I-shirt
and same day admission fl;>r four hours
of work. To become a volunteer drop a
note to Common Ground Country Fair.
P.O. Box 2176,Augusta, ME,04338or
call 623-5115.

Magician Ralph Greenwood
"Summer in the Parks" performance
for children Aug 3 , 12:30 pm at the
Bandstand in Deering Oaks Park,
Portland. Rain location is the Reiche
Community Center, 166 Brackett St.,
Portland. Free and open to the public.
For more information, call 874-8300 .
South Freeport Summer Festival
Showstring Theater perform their
version of "Punch and Judy" Aug 4, 4
pm; Cracke~ack Theater presents
"Silverstein Stew" Aug 5, 2 pm;
Children's Parade Aug 6, 1 pm. All
events take place at the South Freeport
Church, South Freeport
Sandy & Caroline Paton perform a
family show of folk music Aug 8, 6 :30 DI.placed Homemakers Re·
.OUrce Centers provide direct
pm at the Center for the Arts, Chocolate
service, training programs and support
Church, 804 Washington St., Bath.
groups for women thinking of returning
TIckets are $5. For more information,
to work and school. The program offers
call 442-8455.
information and assistance with building
Charlo"". Web Theclassicchildren's
self-confidence, enhancing comstory will be performed by Windham
munication skills, career-life planning
Center Stage Theater Aug 11 at 7 pm,
and job readiness. Classes are limited
Aug 12 at 3:30 and 7pm and Aug 13 at
in size and pre-registration is required.
3:30 pm at the Windham Community
All services are free of charge. To
Center. TIckets are $5 for adults, $3 for
negister for fall session, call 773-3537
children and seniors. For more
or 800442-2092.
information, call 892-2979, 642-2912
Rape Crisis Center is offering two
or 892-3671 .
co-facilitated educational/support
Art, Natu.. and Dance C0ngroups for survivors of rape and incest
nection for Kids Classes for children
Groups will begin in earty AlJ!1usl. Both
ages 7-11 to teach them basic skills of
free and confidential. Child care is
are
art and dance and nature awareness
also available. For more information,
Aug 7-18, Monday, Wednesday and
call the Rape Crisis Center Hodine at
Friday, 9 am-12 noon at Yarmouth
774-3613 or write: Rape Crisis Center,
HighSchool. For more information, call
P.O. Box 1371, Portland, 04104.
846-9680 ..
YMCA School.age Chlldca. . After- Money Support Group led by holistic
CPA. Newllroupstarls Sep6, exploring
school care is an approved program of
limiting altitudeslbellefs and leaming
the YMCA. The program is provided in
to transform our relationship with
cooperation with the YMCA and the
money. Group for therapists also
school districts. Program is recreational
forming. Group meets first and third
in nature, offering arts & crafts, indoor
Wednesday of the month, 5:30-7 pm in
& ou1door games and an afternoon
Falmouth. Cost is $15 per session . For
snack. Care is provided Mon-Fri 3-5:30
more information , call 797-0466.
pm. For registration information, call
..ADD W_kly Victim Support
Renee Carter at 874-1111 ext. 224.
Group Survivors, their families and all
Storl_ for Kids Portland Public liwhose lives have been changed
brary (773-4761): Mon, Wed and Fri,
dramatically at the hands of a drunk
10:30 am; Riverton Branch Library
driver may share the emotional
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30am; Peaks Island
aftermath of such a crime with others of
Branch (766-5540): Wed, 10:15 am;
the same experience. The group meets
Scarborough Public Library (883-4723):
Thursdays, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9
Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year
Deering SI., Portland. For more
olds) andTue, 6 :30 pm (5-6 yearolds);
information, call 773-MADD.
Prince Memorial Library, Cumberland
(829-3180): Wed, 10:30 am (2-3 year Portland Coalition for the
Psychiatrically Labeled, a conolds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-5 year olds).
sons with mental illness, holds peer
Flicks for Kids Portland Public Library
support groups every Tuesday and
(773-4761): Sat, 10:30 am and Tue at
Wednesday afternoon 1:30-2:15. The
3 :30 pm. Peaks Island Branch (766groups take place at the Portland
5540): Tue, 1:15 pm.
Coailtion offices at 142 High Street,
Suite 501, Portland. For more
information, call Cathie Long at 7722208.
Divorce Support Group offered by
the Family Transition Center
Wednesday evenings 6:30-8 pm at 31
Beach SI., Saco. Contact Laura at 2827508 before attending.
A.R. T.S. Anonymous Weekly 12-step
support group to help artists surrender
to creativity and help each other achieve
artistic freedom Saturdays, 10 am at
Warren Memorial Library In Westbrook.
For more information, call Peg at 8541493.
Depre.slve and Manic De·
p.-slve Anonymous Support and
Infonnation group meets Mondays 7
pm at Williston West Church, Thomas
St. , Portland. For more information,
calI874.Q800.
Young Fathars Program at the
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave ., offers
a support g roup for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm . Educational groups
are helld on the second Tuesday of
Maine Fe.tlval 1989 needs
each month. For more information, call
volunteers to help out before and during
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221 .
the festival, which is being held Aug 1113 in Deering Oaks Park, Portland . Transupport is a non-profit, nonsexual,
social and educational peer
Volunteers wnt be given a three-day
support group for transsexuals,
pass to the festival and a festival t-shirt.
crossdressers, their families, friends
For more information, call Maine Arts
and people interested in gender issues.
at 772-9012.
Meetings are held every other Sunday
Maine Medical Center Human
at6 pm. For more information, call 854Resourc_ Department is looking
3528 or write to Transupport, P.O. Box
for a volunteer to work as a clerical
17622, Portland 04101.
assistant. Good interpersonal skills, the
ability to follow directions and function Tha AIDS Project, 22 Monument
Square (fifth floor), Portland, lists many
independently are the necessary
support groups around Portland for
qualifications. Duties include filing and
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and
collating materials, processing claims,
friends of PWAs. For more information,
phone coverage and typing. MMC offers
call 774-6877.
meals, parking and training workshops
to all its volunteers . For more
information, call 874-1015.
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by Mike Quinn

roomma es
ROOMMATE for sunny
Eastern Prom. area apt.
Looking for qUiet, responsible, good-natured, 30ish
non-smoker. Apartment is
furnished , room for a little
more. Your bedroom fumiture
necessary . $320 includes
heat and hot water. Security
and references required.
Available Sept. 1 774-5384.
Keep tryi ng.
M/F ROOMMATE wanted
to share comfortable older
house in the Westbrook
area
Two
bedroom ,
washer/dryer, cable. Should
be respon sible and willing to
share the chores that come
With renting a house. $275
per month plus utilities/sec.
depo si t.
Call
Scott
eves .Iweekends at 8545426 ..days at 770-7907

Peggy Dufresne stares out of the deep waters.

Phofo by Sonny McAlpin

Seeing the coast from down under

Taking the dive
Sports language often possesesa special duality which can tum a negative around in a hurry.
For instance, consider the phase "take a dive."
While these words may mean something less
than wholesome to the 1919 White Sox or Pete
Rose, to thousands of Mainers they represent a
healthy year round activity.
Underwater diving in Maine isbecomingmore
popular every day. Golfing and skiing, move
over. Our Pine Tree State has more than 3,500
miles of lovely coastline, lending itself to pure
adventure beneath the waves.
Just how difficult is into become a spanking
new diver, fully qualified to explore Maine's
majestic ocean and countless lakes? It's easier
than you think. Jeff Shafman, owner of Tommy's
Dive Shop quipped, "If you can breathe above
water, you can breathe below."
Julie Footman, owner of Aqua Diving Acad·
emy, stressed "the main thing is to be comfort·
able around the water. Being a great swimmer is
not a prerequisite. Persistence is the key."
Portland's two diving clubs agree on the most
fundamental aspect of their fast growing sport:
safety. Sharfran says, "our five-week training
course is comprised of 90 percent safety." Footman noted, "safety is a part of everything we
cover in a six-week course."
Upon completion of the aforementioned training course, official certification follows from a
national organization such as the YMCA, Na·
tional Association of Underwater Instructors,
Professional Association of Diving Institutes or
the National Association of Diving Schools.
Realistic expenses for a full set of underwater
gear range between$12(x)-$1500. Rentals are also
available but since this is life-supporting equipment, there is comfort in knowing exactly what
you're wearing.
Ages of Maine diving participants start at 13
and go right up into the 80s. The 13 and 14-yearolds require parental supervision, 15 is solo divingage,
Herearesomeindispensable, albeit unknown,
diving facts. Cape Elizabeth seems to be the
underwater haven for new divers to start their
initial adventure. TIu-eelocationsareprimo : Kettle
Cove, Two Lights Cove and Ship's Cove. Diving
can be done off a boat or off shore. The average
underwater time is 45 minutes to an hour, de-

pending on breathing rates and exertion level.
The normal depth of a dive round these parts is
3O-6Ofeet. Quite often, newdivers will go through
their air supply faster. Interestingly enough,
women have smaller lungs, and therefore usually do not require as much air. Womenrnakeup
close to half of all Maine divers.
To gage the pure fun and good times Maine
divers have, your best bet would be to chat with
some local SCUBA (self-contained underwater
breathing apparatus) enthusiasts on the street.
Their love of the sport is infectious and a strong
argument for taking up such a fascinating activity. Sonny McAlpin has been diving in Portland
and throughout Maine since 1964. He contributed, '1've got a lot of fond memories, many of
which I've captured with photographs and vid·
eos.l remember seeing a lot of sharks (docile and
harmless) herein Portland back in 1968, Mymost
spectacular dive in Maine was probably Deer
Isle, where the marine life per square foot was
incredible. Then there was the local documentary dive to examine a wreck with channel 13's
Dave Silverbrand.
.
Behind every avid diver like Sonny is often a
wife who shares the varied experiences. Sonny's
wife Helenadded, "We always planourdiveand
then dive our plan. Nothing is left to chance,
Maintenance of our equipment is meticulous
because we depend on it so heavily. This is really
such an enjoyable and wonderful sport because
you have theopportunityto partake in the beauty
of another world, particularly its silence."
This vibrant excitement is a sixth sense for
Maine divers. They love their underwater adventures year round and can't wait for their next
trip down under.
For the vast enjoyment you will surely encounter, the overall cost for equipment isn't really prohibitive. Some of us spend $1000 per
summer replenishing new golf balls (so I'm told).
The next time a traffic jam or a ringing phone
has you bummed out, start thinking about the
bestwaytogetawayfromitall inPortland. "Take
a dive!" Breathe the filtered air, see the richest
colors imaginable and say hello to Charlie Tuna.

wanted

PROFESSIONAL nonsmoking female seeks same
25 plus to share large sunny
Munjoy Hill apt $257.50 plus
1/2 utilities. 775-7233
CONDOMA TE female, to
share large condo in Scarboro with single mother and 4
year old son. Have your own
bedroom, bath and sitting
room . $400 per month includes utilities. 775-3346
days . 883-9822 evenings.
HOUSE SHARE Peaks
Island. Mom and daughter
looking for chemical free
roommates . Spacious . Walk
to boat Joint kitchen . Couple, single parent and stu dents welcome . Split rent
and utilities. 766-5572.

ROOMMATE wanted. 35
year old GWM seek easy
PEAKS
ISLAND: going responsible roommate
Re sponsible non-smoker 30 mi t for year round two bedplus to share sunny four room apt. at the beach . $275
plus 1/2 utilities. Call Mike.
bedroom Victorian . Garden
space , woodstove , washer. 934-0525 . Leave message.
$200 per month plus 1/ 4
utilities. 766·5153
HOUSEMATE(S) sought
to share large sunny home
FE MAL E
housemate on working organic vegetable
wanted, Willard Beach area, larm on Kennebec River in
South Portland. Non-smoker. Woolwich, 9 miles from Bath .
Great house and location , Wood stove and gas heat.
minutes to the beach , back- No drugs/cigs . Mostly vegyard, washer/dryer. Avail- gie. $200-$250 per month
able Sept. 1. $250 plus utili- plus utilities. Cali John
ties. Call 767-6334
207/442-7627
HOUSE - 3rd roommate
wanted (M-F) to share CE FEMALE roommate wanted
house with two people and for large, terrific, cheap West
one cat. Prefer quiet, clean. End apt. Call Ruth, 774responsible person . Must be t 597, evenings.
non-smoker. Year lease .
$250 plus oil heat. ///Call Don
767-4581

ome services
TOO, TOO BUSY?
I'll
run your errands for you,
grocery shopping, banking,
whatever you run around doing and don't have time for.
go relax at the beach. References provided. 773-6725.

ij mA ]

775-6601

BY OWNER. Gray. Completely renovated three bedroom cape with barn. It has a
full dormer, two bathrooms
and a beautiful porch and
deck . Gorgeous pine and
hardwood floors throughout.
$115,000. 797-5887.

r

CLASSIFIED POUCY
Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash, personal checks,
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
all types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be run starting with the next issue CBWwill
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content. CBWwili not print full
names, street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept strictly confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize,
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate con tent, etc. CBWshall not be liable for errors of
omissions in , or a failure to insert, any advertisement for which it may be responsible,
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MAINE ACREAGE. 86
acres , cuts 5000 bails
$185,000. Parcel 5 acres
and more from $15 ,000 .
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 30 acres,
breath taking views $75,000.
6900 acres $350.00 per
acre. 10 acres all gravel
$38 ,000 . 143 acres mile
frontage on Salmon Falls
Riv er $195 ,000 . On two
streets, 50 lots, mobile park
$225 ,000 . River to Great
Eas t Lake, 45 acres,
$550.000. 400 campsites, is
a gold mine, nets $300,000.
247 acres, plans in place,
4000 tl. shore line . 650
acres, breath taking views
$595,000 . 7 per cent mortgage, $200,000 down. 603522-3636 or 3736 .
CORPORATE liquidation :
Elegant four bedroom home
in one of Portlands finer
neighborhoods . Must sell .
Call Dulcie Witman . 7614270

r------------------NORTH COUNTRY FENCE
& LANDSCAPING, INC.

l'AIl

r=UN~

66 North Road· North Yarmouth
Cumberland Center, ME 04021

Quality wooden Swing and
Climbing Sets
Build Better Bodies·
See Our Large
Selection ~» t,!~ ~)~

J1r7T.nI7r

.

..

SOUTH PORTLAND:
Sunny, clean two bedroom
apartments . Laundry , 011street parking . Convenient
locations. $500-$550 per
month, plus utilities . Sorry,
no pets. 799-9625

I

150 SPRING ST. Two
bedroom available 9/1/89 .
$550 per month, plus utilities . Parking available.
Washer/dryer in the building .
Sunny, roomy apt. in fresh,
clean environment. Call Liz
at 878-8356

7

i~_

Largest distributor service
20 year warranty • Installation

eI] I 1$ j) [E i' tim filii

A STREET, south Portland.
Waterview just over the
bridge. Quick zip to the Old
Port. 867 sq. ft. - entire second floor. Open contemporary space, plenty of parking , storage, private bath .
Available Sept 1. $725 per
month . 767- 1200.

CONGRESS ST. 553. Office/commercial. Great second floor comer with exposure, view. 450 sq. ft. $295
per month plus utilities. 773-

4200

SMALL CEDAR chalet,
fireplace, hlW heat, loll bedroom , 5 minutes from ME
Mall, on secluded lot, private
pond. Perfect for sellled,
non-drinking couple, perhaps
retired. $600 per month, security deposit, lease, references required. 839-4422

CALL FOR FREE
846-1145
COLOR CATALOG
L.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..J
YOU CAN OWN the
world's safest aircraft for
les s than the cost of
traditional flight instruction .
Financing
assistance
available . No license
required . Fun Flying Over
Maine! 775-S0LO (7656)
FURNITURE Queen sofabed / loveseat combo .
$300
Call
775-5488
evenings .
MAC SE with 20 MB built-in
hard drive. Brand new, still in
the box , with keyboard,
mouse, and hypercard. Must
sell , best offer. Call 8718964 for details. (eves .)

SUMMER RENTAL Comfortable two bedroom cottage, all conveniences, fully
furnished, quiet woods, private dock, safe swimming .
July and August. $500 per
week; June and September
$300 per week. (207) 775-

0343

19 FT. SEBAGO Suncraft
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta. 4
cyl, twin carb, solid boat,
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883-1473 between lOam
t08pm

PROFESSIONAL male
seeking one bedroom apt. in
Portland's West End or
Western Promenade. Desiring a very well kept and
maintained building; both inside and oul. Oil Street
parking a must. Would like
heat and hot water included
in rent and laundry facilities
on premises . No absentee
landlords please - must at
least live in the area. Willing
to pay in the range of $400$475 a month. Am looking for
a Sept. 1 occupancy . Excellent references available.
Please write to PO Box
4118 , Station A, Portland,
Maine 04101 -4425.

3 PAS CXI5·2M monitors : IS-Inch two-way coaxial
speakers . 200 watts into 8
ohms. Six months old . $350
a piece. Call 871-0431
CUSTOM MADE teak roll
top executive desk. Marble
writing surlace. Dove- tailed
drawers. Monumental (50'
high , 60· wide, 28· deep) but
easily moved. $11,600 or
BO, to settled estate. 874-

with sight singing and vocal
training desirable. For audition call Daniel Junken. 7748243 . Rehearsals begin in
September.

PLANE TICKET to San
Fran. One way from Portland.
United. August 30. $170 or
best offer. Call 775-2814

rec·

NEED FURNITURE? Why SEEKING 'C' LEVEL racnot rent with option to buy. quetball player for play three
TVs, furniture and appli- times weekly. Days only.
ances from Rent-A-Set. Elm Please contact: Ed. PO Box
st. Topsham, ME. 729--6637 4173, Portland, ME 04101

-

notices
.Gay? L.sbian?

JOIn thousar)Ch of I.sbians and gay
men in Maine. Subscribe 10 OUr
P~. For free sample and sublCnpt:ion info-pock [moiled in 0
plain .n~loptil wrile to:

•
P.O.Box 1 0744
~

Our_DopI.Z

Portland, Maine 04104
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If you derive regular income
from the subjects(s) 01 your
Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.

And mank you for
choosing Casco Bay Weekly

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR DELIVER TO:

I
I
I
I
I
I
Not for publication: We need the lollowing information
I
to print your ad. It Will be held in strict confidence.
I
NAME _________________________________ I
I
I
ADDRESS ______________________________ I
I
I
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
I
I
STATE _ _ __ __ ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ _ __
I
I
DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ I
I
PAYMENT:

_ __

Check _ __

Money Order _ __

Mastercard _ __

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

Visa _ __

BASIC RATE (from above)
Credit Card It - - - - - - - - - - - - - -_ _
+ - -- EXTRA WORDS AT - - ¢ EACH
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)

~~~~;;~~~:~'~~:~~ ~~":

I

I

Classjfied Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

All charges are per w_k
Business
Individual
Up to 30 words
$5.00
$7.00
31-45 words
7.00
9.00
46-60 words
9.00
11.00
Each Add·1word
.15
.21
CBW Box Service
3.00
5.00

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ __

1

CASCO BAY WEEKLY :I

MESSAGE: _____________________________________________

____
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2834

SLIPPER 17 pocket
cruiser; galvanized trailer,
excellent condition; Main,
QUEEN SIZE waterbed jib, spinnaker; sail cover; 5
with
mirrored
head- hp outboard; sleeps 4;
boardibookcase. Six draw- cushions; well equipped with
ers in base. Complete with C.G. package; slip available.
heater, mattress , padded Priced reduced. $6900 Call
frame. $350 or best offer. 772-6740
846-9583

~oupon

SUBTOTAL

-

AUDITIONS: The Cathedral Chamber Singers now
holding auditions
for 1989-90
season
. Some experience

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _____

me caw
Ct...itied
Policy before
completeing his
form. Write l egib~
or type, and use
additional paper
If necessary.

-

HOMEWORKERS
wanted. Earn hundredS for
just a few hours a week. No
Quotas. No experienced required . For details send
SASE to: Mullen Associates,
Dept. C, 98 Hall St. , South
Portland, ME 04106-3315

lei] ' .'g i' 110 ~fjl i i jug i' f]
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beyond actual space occupied by the ad in

Mike Quinn learned in his diving research that "down
undah" doesn't have to mean you're from Australia.

YOU CAN OWN! Showcase Homes can show you
how to turn that rent money
into an investment in a real
home of your own for as little
as $15 .00 a day . ANYWHERE IN MAINE MODEL
HOMES open at Turner
Plaza, Turner, Route 302,
Naples and opening soon
Route 1 in Wells. Ask about
our free home planning
seminars and our free home
planning kit.
For more
information call toll free, 1800-344 -6552. Showcase
Homes, Route 4, Turner ME
04282

HOME & CONDO cleaning
service . Responsible, dependable women. Weekly or
bi-weekJy. Call 797-4167

CLASSIFIED
CHARGE
• BY.
PHONE

home services
leaming
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

+- - - -

,
I
I

I
I
I
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+ ____

Expiration Date

II_________________________

____________: _______

I
I
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"Learning
through
play"

l

Avenue,
Portland,
Maine

A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE

•

Convenlenlly located on RI. 9 on the FalmouthlPlld. line

Order Now For A
2 car Garage
On a cement slab
for A Tremendous
Price of

OFFERING:
Day Care, full, part-time, flexible schedules.
NurseI}' School.
After Kindergarten Care (transportation provided
from area schools).
NEW! Drop-in Care (pre-registration necessary)
ages 2 112 to 7
We are located in the beautifully restored former
Cummings School with an adjacent brand new
playground. We provide a secure, nuturing
environment which stimulates children's natural
development.

$4,700
with this
coupon

. Call today for
Free Estimate

CALL: 775·0413

The
Brendan Group

biz services
SAIGON SANDWICH.
Vietnamese cooking for large
or small groups . Soups ,
sandwich egg rolls and fried
rice . Take out or sit in. 945
1/2A Congress Street, Portland or call Lynn. 772-64t9

SELECT CONSTRUCTION

General construction and all L
kinds of repair. Custom
kitchens . No job too small.
10 year experience, fully insured. Many references. Call
Steve 772-7256 or Tony 7724309. Free estimates.

761-4070
1-800-222-2565
_Ask
__
_Carolyn
___ _
for

A TO Z BUILDERS_ All
types of carpentry, masonry,
and roof repair. Remodeling
and new construction. No job
too big or small. All work
guaranteed. Free estimates.
871 -9277

THE PAPER CLIP. Word
processing and secretarial
service. all types of correspondence , transcription ,
manuscripts, resumes ,
spreadsheets. adverlising
flyers , elc. Experience +
PHOTOGRAPHER avail- Quality = Professionalism .
able to photograph almost Pickup and delivery, Portany occasion. B.F.A., local, land area. Call 797-7668.
low rates and you keep the
negs. What a bargain! Terry RESUME WRITER - will
lailor assistance to suil your
Deroche. 775-4047
needs; from rough drafts to
HAIL MARY TYPING help direct your own efforls
Service. Don't "pass" this
to finalized versions ; call
Up!1 Will type your resumes,
879-1539
for details.
term papers, law briefs , per-

]-'

,

sonalized multiple lellers,
Engineering reports , plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
turn around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410
BLACK AND WHITE
photo
classes .
For
information call Armand 7733434
SINGING TELEGRAMS
WITH BALLOONS

BALLOONS
& TUNES
J ~ From l

COLLEGE STUDENT with
truck available to do odd
jobs. Very handy and can fix
mosl anything. Excellent
references . Call anytime ,
nighl or day. 797-7126

HARD PINE
FLOORING
s',tO',and12'
by custom lengths

Lengths-$1.15 sq. ft.
RANDOM CULLS
as low as

50e sq. ft.

CLARK'S
UNFINISHED
FURNITURE

<

THE BALLOON GIRL
Susie "Fran" Higgins

If you're Sick,

You Call The Doctor,
If your TV, VCR Dr
Microwave !& Sick -

~
! J':>

. j

--'1

I

CAUTHE
DOCTOR OF
ELECTROIICI

~, AT

~

HARVEY'S T.V.

SAME DAY DEUVERY
"Always In Good Tasle'

Scalrborl)U GOhclrnlerl

781-2500

,
I

THE HOLISTIC MUSIC
studio . Voice and piano
lessons. Children and adulis.
Suzuki
piano . Adult
beginnersl'reslarters" encouraged. Find Ihe musician
within. 773-8250

(jU~ lESSONS

772-0208
JEFF WfloBEl\~tl\

The Remodeling Specialist
Additions
Kitchens
Baths

~~<~
U
t-c>
,

,

Garages
Decks
Porches

The Sound Of Quality Carpentry

Free Estimates • 781-5579

r
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Singing Hgmmers

WOMEN: Does being in
love mean being in pain?
Learn how to change dysfunclional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
BODY
ORIENTED forming based on "Women
Psychotherapy. De.ep'Y Who Love Too Much: For inrelaxing and reVitaliZing formation call 871-e256
bodywork. Helps relieve tension, worries, fatigue and MASSAGE THERAPY
pain. Session include, pro- experience significant musfessional counseling, body cular release with certified
work and health educalion. practilioner,
Stu
Call Deborah Vallance R.N., Phillips .Applied techniques
M.S. Ed.
reveal calmness and flow
benealh bound energy and
" RYTHMICAL MASSAGE pain. 1.5 hour sessions. 666a combination of therapeutic 3830
massage modalities using
various oils and ointmenls, DWINELL & HALL workto achieve your personal shops: JOURNEY INTO
needs.
SOULMAKING 'authenticity
• Relieve mental and and vocation" residential :
physical stress, and tension, August 25, 26 and 27. Call
relax and tone muscles, (603) 253-4366
improve joint mobility, and
Inlegrate body, mind and MEDITATION booklet.
Short, praclical melhods of
spirit.
An
appropriate how to begin and maintain a
complemenl to counseling meditation praclice. Send $5
and other therapies.
10 Box 201 , Cape Collage,
• Gift certificates available. Maine, 04107. 7/6 7/20
Linden Thigpen, certified
massage therapist. New Im- LOW IMPACT. challeng ages. By appoinlment 775- ing workout wilh emphasis on
4010.
body alignment and precise
RELIEF from stress, pain, muscular movemenls. Try il !
fatigue,
nervousness, Saturday's al 10:00; 25 A
chronic illness can be yours forest Ave. call 775-1055 for
through Ihis gentle hands- more informa~on .
on-healing technique. Call
Krislin Erico , 2nd Degree ,
PSYCHIC
certified Reiki Practioner
READINGS
BY
773-t346
Astrologer Mrs. Caire. Help
and aavice on all problems
TAKE ADVANTAGE!
such as love, marriage,
Our classifieds reach well
business. Call for appt.
871-7134
over 20,000 active readers
Brighton Ave., Portland, Me.
every weeki

Guitar, Bass &
Vocal Lessons
865 Forest Ave.
761-8084

Don'lleave it !O chance. Let us introduce you to
someone spedal. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully.
Being single in Maine can
Tfie 'Per..
be fun again. WhYWait~.~
any longer? call
.D.lUi..'"
The Personal1buch.

nat

31 ExcIlar@tSt.. l'ortland. ME04101
773· 1t-.88

saling

learnin
SCREENWRITING workshop offered by Dianne
Benedict. Six day intensive
evening classes. Beginners
welcome. Fundamentals of
..._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __. screenwriting. Advice on
marketing. August 28 thru
September 2 in Portland.
666-5794
Residential Excavation

D & W EXCAVATION

Site work· Concrete foundation & Floors
Septic Systems· Gravel & Loam

For free estimates Please Call Wayne Nelson
AVOID "Sunday Classified
Cluller".
Call the
CBW Clas________
- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ sified
Hodine:
775-660t.

,,
:

'" j,.-J

"'"""'

761 7080

HOLY GUACAMOLE! It's Batman
and Robin! Two dazzling early 30s
professional SWMs super-heros.
These incredibly attractive and ultra
intelligent cape crusaders are seeking
their dynamic duo female counterparts.
Catwoman and Vicki Vale types are
strongly urged to reply. No Joker
please. Pow! Bam! Sock!!! CBW
Box 340
II you ha.. plaood an od In th. caaco Bay Wlllldy per_oI. y_
od luutomatlcally IIlt• •clln the PERSONAL OFTHEWEEK _ _
for that weak. w. ... looklngfar adlthl1 •• cr.Uv., wltty.Ad M .
Winner.wlll r8OliY4ttheir tlde. . ln them_I ,

BODYBUILDER wanted.
Gay man Irauma survivor
needs to be held close, gently massaged by a big muscular man, and thaI's all . Box
566, Yarmoulh. ME 04096
SOFT·SPOKEN Southern
man, 41, allraclive, nonsmoker. Brillianl, bul slightly
crazy, much like hero of
Walker Percy's Love in the
Ruins. Eyes that twinkle, a
passionale heart a quesling
mind. Warm, affec~onate ,
wise, witty , self-aware,
open. Mensa, Audubon ,
Unilarian Church . Seeks female equal for companionship andlor romance. Qualities most desired: high intelligence, wit, warmth , openness. Reply Fausl. PO Box
60t2 Falmouth, ME 04105
ENERGETIC GWM 26
young professional, healthy,
honest, sincere. allractive,
well-educated, smoke and
drug free , stable, discreet.
siraighl acting and appearing. who enjoys music ,
travel. sports, Ihe outdoors,
good conversation , dining
out, and great times with
friends seeks WM's with
similar interests for friendships. Will answer all - include lelephone number.
CBW box 327

~
Train for careers in

FUN AND GAMES; Playmate sought for cards, board
games, volleyball, dancing,
long walks, etc ... This 30
plus SWF professional is
honest, romantic, loves kids
and pets. Seeks same for
fun and frivolity, perhaps
leading 10 more. CBW Box
331
ATTRACTIVE, sensitive
male 26, seeking one sincere
female for friendship and
massage exchange. Don'l
worry, no funny stuff. Just a
nice relaxing, trusting
friendship. I enjoy WCLl radio. Do you? caw Box 328
I'M A 26 YEAR OLD
male seeking the companionship of a good-hearted,
physically fil woman. My interesls are varied but do not
include narrow perspectives
and highly conservative val ues. caw Box 337

INTELLIGENT altractive ,
professional, 38 year old
SWF, explOring her creativity
as an art student has high
energy and love of life. LookIng for friendipartner to share
drug-free lifestyle, hiking in
the Maine woods, arl, all
kinds including the healing
arts , and most of all ,
intimacy of the most noble
kind. Must love children big
CINDERELLA is looking and small . "I am not afraid'
for a prince. The ashes are cried load! (Do you know this
swept and the dishes are children's book?) CBW Box
done, now iI's time for the 336
ball. Divorced white female,
late 20s likes flowers, ENGINEER/Songwriler
beaches , ball gowns and SWM 33 is looking for the
champagne looking for fun lady of his life. Lois to offer
companionship and perhaps Ihe right person whose qualithe possibility of living hap- ties include a love for music,
pily ever afler if the slipper honesty , and unde~
standing . An equal relalionfils . CBW Box 339
ship is my goal, two people
MAN 50 with inactive wife working together for a
is looking for a hiking com- greater cause. I'm romanlic
panion. I am 6' tall, 178 Ibs. , and sincere with Ihe desire
gray hair. I like MPBN, mu- to succeed. I'd like to meet
seums, art galleries, non an intelligenl. attractive, rodrinker or smoker, quiet and manlic, slim woman 25-34.
very caring. Please wrile PO Photo and phone apBox 8036 Portland, ME preciated with anlicipation ....
04102
CBW Box 338 8/17

9 OUT OF 10 doctors recommend warmth, hugs and a
..:41,--"""'- friendly smile for those sufI
fering from a lack of connectiveness. This DWF wilh kids
SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES
has ample supply of what
you require most. Thirties
ALONG COAS TAL MAINE
mom - familiar wilh life's absurdilies - willing 10 share
wil, dreams, day to day adFor Brochure and Information:
ventures iI you can hande a
real relationShip. - no
Capt. M ichael P. O 'Connor
perfection - Please be able
THE COASTING NATURALIST
DiMillo's Marina, Long Wharf
to communicate your needs.
P.O. Box 7572 • Portland, ME 04112
If you hold a vision of the fu12071 772 -8886
ture (or would like to) and
you would like to share it ....
perhaps we ought to meel.
CBW Box 325

tr r
he \...G)astinO'
u

emp

0

ment

PRODUCTION Wood- WANTED full time and part
workers/Assemblers : Grow- time people to help with exing hardwood product mfg. pansion of health and nutriseeks wood assemblers. tion company . Involves
Posilive work environment. helping people 10 loose up to
Flex/part time possible. 10-29 pounds in 30 days. Full
Growth potenlial. Competi- training . Call now for prodtive wages. No experience ucts and or job opportunecessary, just a good atti- ni~es . Call Barbara at 802tude .
Sporting- 365-4350
woods/Concept Design 85 , -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ,

THERAPIST. IS FOOD a
source of pain in your life?
Does your eating behavior
feel destructive, unhealthy?
If so, consider counseling with
someone
who
underslands. Sara F. Levite,
M.S. 761-2464

772·6467

l:1)!-115C,\lpl:loflS
sololoq
su;hr'¥I>'oinc;
SOI1<;WIl.!'C1 fJg

MAINE

DYNAMICS OF JOY!
The forces of Love Eros and
Sexualily with Pam Chubbuck, a dynamic therapisVteacher/healer. An experiential workshop in Core
Energetics - an excWng new
approach to integralion. Unifies
mindibody/spiritiemolions.
Sept. 30, Oct. 1 Yarmouth.
Pre-regislralion/info. 8460800

883 Congress Sl. Portland

AlllrwIS' # ' l st",I,;s

Wells Thru Boolhbay Harbor

FALMOUTH

l'I4tl')i'('I~I4tl')i_

bod & soul

child care

NaturaIist

GWM WOULD like to meet
GWM, masculine type to play
the role of the husband. I
can play the role of the wife.
18-45. Please send phone #
~BW332

HOLY GUACAMOLE! It's
Batman and Robinl Two dazzling , earty 30s professional
SWMs, super-heros. These
incredibly attractive and ultra
intelligent cape crusaders
are seeking Iheir dynamic
duo counterparts. Catwoman
and Vicki Vale types are
strongly urged to reply. No
Joker please. Pawl Bam I
Sock!l! CBW Box 340

WINDHAM HUGGERYou're an incredible dushi.
I'm yours. Love Twinke
GWM 41 warm, dependable, sensitive , \luiet, nonsmoker, trim . Varied interesls include commitment to
personal growth . Seeks
similar honest, slable male
friend. CBW Box 335
HEY SAILOR - Mid 20s
SF, adventurous, intelligent,
spontaneous, seeks handsome captain who would like
company and good conversation on a sunset cruise. 111
bring the champagne . CBW
333
GWM 48 heallhy, stable,
sincere, adventurous, seeks
younger, 27 plus GWM to
share ideas, experiences
and good limes. Ron PO Box
1169, Sanford, ME 04073
DWF 32, warm, honesl,
down-to-earth lady who likes
sking, travel. movies, music,
dancing. would like to meet a
caring man with similar inleresls. Non-smokers please.
Photo appreciated. CBW Box
334

23

India SI. Portland,
04101. 774.a678

ME

RESUMES ETC.

Resume preparation and
WMPG RADIO needs a interview coaching in the
volunteer bookkeeper to privacy of y'0ur home or
spend about five hours a office. Available throughmonth keeping our financial out the Greater Portland
records in order. Got some Area. Resumes Etc. PO
skills? Got some time? Box 843, Yarmouth 04096
We'Ve got an adding machine
84~0734
and lois of friendly people . ' -_ _ _V"
_ _ _ _ _- '
Call Peler at 780-5131
NEW POSITION! Casco
Bay Weekly is looking for an
energetic, creative person to
fill the newly-created position
of classified adverlising
telemarketer. Help make our
growing Classifieds section
grow
even
faster!
Inlerested?
Call 775-660 t and ask for
Gary Santaniello.

Self-employed
Can you string the numbered graphics together
to create a logical story line? You may move
horizontally or vertically (but not diagonally)
between adjacent images. Then write the numbers,
in order, on the lines below.
Confused? The three globes (9) represmt a
pawnshop. Heck, well even start you off. Our hero
typed a letter (13) and then mailed it (14) ....

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?
If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for
Alberta's in it for you (first prize). Or tickets for two

• PKOBUM, Drinking
waLer supplies arc

aboard the Longfellow Cruise Lines (second prize) .
Winners will be selected from among the correct
entries bya random drawing. Contestanls are
ineligible to win more than one prize in a four-week
span, and only one entry is allowed per contestant.
All entries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, Aug. 9. The solution.
to this week' s Real Puzzle will appear in the August
17 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best guess

becoming contaminated

• SOLUTION, MULllPURE TN systems guaran-

teed to remove chlorine.
bacteria and chemicafs
.OPPOKl'UNITY,
Distributors needed!

772-6740

2.

3.

5.

WANTED:
PURE DRINKING WATER
<

1.

TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1977 convertible. Looks
great, runs great. The car
has been taken care of and
is In excellent condition .
$2.450 or BRO. 729-8046

FORD LTD 6 cyl. auto,
AM/FM stereo. air. 86,000
highway miles plus extras
$2500. Call evenings 7746530
BMW 3201 1979. 90,000
miles. While with sun roof.
Good tires, 5-speed. Must
sell. $2500. 967-2503
MAZDA RX·7 t988, near
perfect condition, 34,000
miles, am/fm, musl sell
$7500. 774-7528 David

PLYMOUTH Conquest
1984, 5 speed, turbo, 2 door
hatchback, gray , loaded.
HONDA CIVIC halchback sporly, similar to Starion,
1987 Blue, 15.000 miles. cloth interior, good shape. no
$6000 or besl oHer. Must rust. $3500. 781 -2556.
sell Call 773-t744 or 7804928.
PEUGEOT 505 STI 1986
four door sedan. Loaded.
M.G.B. 1976 New top, bal- Excellent condition. Must be
tery, lune up. Good condi- seen to be apprecialed.
tion . $2500. Call 874-048 t. $8000 or best offer. Call 934Let ring, leave message.
1828.
SAAB 1979 EMS hatchVOLVO 244DL 1977. Ex- back, maroon , four speed,
cellent condition, 127,000, moonroof, new sticker.
well maintained, great body, Htgh miles but runs and looks
must see! Leaving for great. Recent painl, clutch,
school. $2800 . Frank 775- radlalor, brakes. $1800 7725606. AnytJme.
6436
CADILLAC 1979. Power
everything , cruise , new
transmission , new brakes,

original owner, no rust,
t t 3,000 miles. Great car,
$2100 207-774~7
ARGOSY by airstream
traiter. 28', new drapes and
electrical jack, awning room,
twin beds. alc, stabilizers,
microwave, large refrigeralor. Excellent lowing and
condition $7900. 766-5630
CADILLAC DEVILLE
1970 convertible, yellow and
black, 472 motor. 76,000
miles, runs good. Asking
$1200. Call Dave 657-4021
SUBARU 1982 four door,
red , PW, PS, PB. AlC.
AMlFM, 5 speed, $ t500 or
BO. 874-8499 am or 8653433 pm . leave message.

VW RABBIT 1982, two
door, four speed. Great
shape, 79,000 miles. $1800,
call aft"r 6pm, ask for Chris
or Julie. 766-2480
FORD ESCORT EXP,
1986, 35k miles. AC, sunroof, cruise, stereo cas selle , alloy wheels , great
buy at $3199 or Bo 846-t473
Ted.

11.

12.

187 Clark Str_t

15.

16.

Portland, ME 04102

Solution to Reol Puzzle #29
TIlere were two 1s, one 2, two 4s, one 5 and four
7s hidden in the puzzle.
Total: 45
Where was everyone for this puzzle? Of all the
responses we received this week (a whole five)
none were correct Maybe it was the humidity...
Thanks to the folks who attl!mpted this puzzle, heat
and all. There is a place for you in that great puzzle
in the sky. We'll save this week's prizes and, some
week, when there are thousands of correct answers
to a puzzle, we'll double the prizes.

17,

X JfD

~

~

19.

~

~

~

21,

23.

~
~
20.

®
24.

c 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

"THIS AIN'T

NO VACATION" MY SISTER
SAYS TO ME AS SOON AS MY GRANDMA
MULLEN LEA"ES THE ROOM. ~ SrVCK AT
STUPID pLACE. I HATE THIS STvPID

TO QQ HERE.' WHAT ARE
WE EVEN SUPPOSED TO DO HERE?" MARL'j~
SA'(S, AND THEI'/ MY GRANDMA COM E ~ IN
WITt-\ A PLATE OF CooKIes HLLING us
THAT THE'j'RE" SNICKERDO~DLES AND

nus

OUR tlAD USED TO LOVE H\EM_ .' I \)ON'T
WANT NONE." MARL'1S SA-H. AND THEN
MKS FOR A PENCIL So SI'IE (AN WRITE

PLACE." 'SHUT-VP" I TELL HER AND I

'A LETTER

"THE

-

--

NOTHING

TO

-

MOM.

PRAY MY GRANOMA WON'T HEAR...

~~

VW RABBIT 1978, two
door, four speed. Well maintained, runs great. $950 or
best offer. Call after 6pm.
883-2333.
DODGE VAN 1977. Six
cyl., aulo . Excellent
condition wilh low mileage.
Asking $1800 or best offer.
Leave message. 773-4161

RENAULT LeCAR 1982,
DATSUN 240Z 1973, red, two door, four speed, sun
74,000. Very slock. Stored roof. 78,000 mites, runs perwinters. $6000. 799-0396
fecdy!! 5500. Call 871-0425
TOYOTA CORONA station wagon , 5 speed, roof
rack, trailer hitch, runs excellent 4500 or BO 799-8570

8.

to:

The Real Puzzle 131
Casco Bay W_kly
CLASSIC CAR 1951 lincoln Cosmopolilan . Rare.
One owner. White walls .
Power windows, seats. Baby
blue with lots of chrome .
"Suicide' doors. Luxury car
of another era. Colleclor's
piece. In remarkably good
shape. $3000 or best offer.
Call 775-0985. Leave name,
number on machine.

7.

MY GRANDMA ASKS ME IF I CAN REMEMBER. HOW I VSED TO pLJo.'( IJNDER. THE'
t<ITCHEN TASLE W!-{EN WE LIVED HERE
WHEN I WAS Lj. I DON'T F.E.MtMSER n, SVT
I SAY YES. TI-\EN SHE TRIES TO SAY
SOME WOR-OS ABoVT THE DIVORcE AND
SHE KNOWS ITS BEEN HARtl FOR. US.
THEN SHE ASKS US \-\OW IS OuR MOM,
AND MA~L'1S SAYS "PERFECT.WELL, '(Oil BE SUitE TO
.....;..;::~l WRtTE IN YouR. \'EffER.
T\\AT SHES IN ouR ~~~~~~
P~"YE 11.5.

~~2.
THAT

NIGHT I WA,KE up FROM SOME

TA\.KING OoWNSTAIIlS. A MAN~ VOICE
T\-\I\T I SWEAR 10 GOD IS MY DA():S. "NO
RAY." MY bRANDMA SAYS_ RAY. HIS NAME'
"T\-\E'('RE NOT REM'( YET_" SHE TELLS
\-11M WE'RE: ASLEEP, NOT TO BoniER us,
T~Al SHE f'JEEDS To TAL\( TO lJS, ESPE'CIAlL,( MARLYS, AND I \-tEAR fEeT ON TH E
STAIRS AND AS 11-\t DOOR. OPENS I CLOSE
M'( E,(ES TI(;H1 ANI> LAY PER.
STI

•

YOu T€\..1.

'(ouR. MOM we'RE
T\-\INl<IN(, ABOUT

\-\EIl.

l<

)

•\

Our Newest Store Ope~ Monday At 8:30 A.M.
In Maine Mall, South Portland!
The retail legend has arrived in Maine! With fantastic fashion from the top designers and makers,
at prices that are always 20% to 60% less than fine department stores: Come on in and save 30% to 85%
on the hottest fall looks for ladies and men!

I

I

'1

We're Opening Our Portland Store With
One Of Our BIggest &. Best Events!
.,

Fabulous Leather Ja ,--.1.'\".,,-.
At An Unheard-Of
Price-Save 55°,6
To 75°,6!

Current Summer
Menswear From
,

An Innedlble colleCtIon In IhlS season's
popular }'4 length-some bumbers, roo l
Single or douhle-hrea,teds, zlplronts,
button-Ironts and 50 much more, all in
buttersoft leather \lIsses' Sizes S.~I.L

cdl;;J£;Mi}kry

I

l(~:'e~~

I

!rurnishlllg9(orYrn Womtlll\'.o!ls

values of $250 to $450

:-"I·\'( YORK.:-'" Y

,

l,V

L

orig. Brooks Bros. prices

l\O\',

ong

--

Suits, . . . .. $225-$545 .. 5138-5299
Sportcoats .... $165-$325 .... s59-sg9
Dress Shirts .. $48-5 55 ....... 519 50
Sport Shirts .. $24-$42 . s10 50 &S14 50
Knit Shirts ... 536-542 ... ,. . 51450
Slacks .. , .. , .580-s195 ... 530 50_5 75
Ties ........ ;22-$26 .... .. . $10 50 '1

75°tb To 85°tb Off 60°tb Off Designer 30°tb To 60°tb Off
Superb Separates Knit Dressing

Leather Boots

Exclusive traditional blouses, cardigans,
boded wool Jackets and full skirts to
coordinate beautllully. CaltOn, wool, more.
\liS5es' European sizes 34 to 46 (4 to 161.

Cotton knit cropped cardigans, tanks.
t-shlrts, shorts and pants with all hiS
contemporary style! RIch solid colors.
Misses' sizes 5.M,L

from Italyl famous maker ndmgboots,
mid-heel looks and more. with the style
and Rne craftsmanshIp Italy IS famous for
Ladles' sizes 6 to 10, M (no 9V,).

values of S 120 to 5250

values ofS32 to 566

values ofS150
to 5250

$20 to $50 $12 to $25 $99

Plus Hundreds Of
Other Incredible
Bargains!
Register To Win A
5-Minute/$1000
Shopping Spree!
Just pick up a coupon at our Maine Mall srore, 1111
It out and turn it In to the store hy 2 P. M.SalUrday.
August 12th. It could he your lucky dayl
No purcha~(' n(,u~ssdf>'_ You need not be pre ..t.'nt to \\ III
One entry per per50n

Meet Miss Maine!
Jane Brochu. MISS Maine 1989. will be there
when we cut the ribbon to orncially open our
new Store at 8301\ M. Monday Say hello and
Wish her luck In Atlantic City!

Shop Monday. SPECIAL HOURS: 8:30A.M.-9:30P.M.
,

SOUTH POKILAND at Maine Mall
• All major credit cards accepted and your personal check.

